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A FORWARD LOOK 
In presenting this first report on the Missouri farm real estate 
situation we are fully aware that the experience of the past twelve or 
fourteen years has been most unfortunate for a great many farmers. The 
difficulty see~s to lie not in the land but in an economic order which 
measures productivity in money terms rather than in product. Moreover, 
as the money denominator is a widely fluctuating one while the true value 
of the land is more probably derived from a computation of its long time 
contributions, there is an obvious fallacy in treating land as a short time 
speculative c_ommodity rather than as a productive instrument with a 
very long time aspect. In the economic evolution of an agricultural 
empire as youthf\ll and as highly productive as ours we may expect 
relatively violent changes in price of the product of that land. \Ve have 
repeatedly allowed ourselves to be deceived by these price changes 
when actually the long time real wage aspect would in no wise justify the 
mortgaging of so many future years for the present privilege of operating 
the land. These misfortunes or mistakes in long time judgment are help-
ing us to recognize that differences in fertility, soil type, topography, 
location, etc. wield an influence which must eventually be translated into 
price, and that significant and far-reaching adjustments in type of farming 
are in process of emerging. Recognizing clearly the great hardship visited 
on many people by these violent readjustments in price, we are neverthe-
less forced to the conclusion that this readjustment is largely the in-
evitable result oflook_ing upon land as a commodity for exchange and not 
primarily an instrument of production. 
The past experience is not at all impossible of recurrence, but if 
we value land in terms of its long-time productivity we are not so likely 
to repeat that experience. It is improbable that the next generation 
will be drawn into such a position of insecurity because of the fairly 
fresh memory of the experiences of the immediate past. For this reason 
we believe the emphasis placed in this study on those qualities of land 
which determine its value as an instrument of p-roduction is entirely 
justified.-0. R. JoHNSON, Chairman of the Department of /lgricultural 
Economics. 
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Fig. 1.-"Sales data for the years 1820 to 1914 were gathered by Professor 0. R. Johnson, of the Department of Agricul-
tural Econorriics of the University of Missouri. Those for the years 1915 to 1927 were secureed under a cooperative agreement between Professor Johnson and 
Dr. L. C. Gray, of the Division or Land Economics of the United States Department of Agriculture. Data for succeeding yea rs are from the present study." 
The Missouri Farm Real Estate 
Situation For 1927-1930 
CoNRAD H. HAMMAR 
Prior to 1920, for the century for which data have been tabulated, 
the trend of the value of farm real estate in Missouri had been persistent-
ly upward. For short periods only, notably from 1876 to 1879 (See Fig. 1) 
and other individual years, did real estate values show any recession from 
previous levels. After 1920, however, the situation has been sharply 
reversed and the declines from that year to the present have been con-
sistent and rapid. 
By 1930 farm real estate values had not only touched the pre-war 
(1910-1914) level but had dropped considerably below it even in terms of 
current dollars. If these values are placed in terms of dollars of 
constant purchasing power the values of farm real estate in Missouri as 
reported by the Unite.d States Department of Agriculture* were, in early 
1930, only 66 per cent of their pre-war, 1914, base. Furthermore, 
despite the fact that the decline has now continued for a decade the signs 
of its abatement are yet indistinct and equivocal. 
THE SITUATION GENERALLY 
To understand the situation in Missouri, however, some considera-
tion must first be given to the condition of agriculture, in the United 
States and the world, as it relates to the values of farm lands. 
Price Levels And Farm Real E;;tate Values 
Perhaps no better clue to the general situation is afforded than 
that involved in the relationship of price levels as depicted in Figures 
2 and 3. 
Land values respond, though somewhat sluggishly as is apparent 
from Figure 1, to changes in the general price level. Other things equal, 
it will require more dollars to purchase an acre of land when price levels 
are high and the purchasing power of dollars is low than when the re-
verse is the case. Prospective changes in the purchasing power of the 
dollar, then, are factors of some importanc:e in the future of real estate 
values. Is the price level likely to move upward or downward? 
This question cannot be taken up in detail here. A fear that gold 
production will not keep pace with the growth of world trade in the 
near future has found expression in many quarters. The quantity of gold 
is not the only factor in the determination of the price levels and doubt-
*Wiecki ng and Stauber, The Form Real Estate Situation for 1929-30; U. S. Depart ment of Agri-
cultu re Circular No. 150. 
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F ig. 2.-lndexes of the General Price Level and t he Prices of F arm Products 1914-1930. 
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Fig. 3.-Farm Prices of Farm Products As Compared w ith Prices of Goods Purchased by Fa.rme~s 
and With Taxes; United States, 1910-1929. (From page 3. Gray and Baker, U.S. D . A. M iscellaneous 
Publication N o. 97.) 
less other means can and will be employed to ward off a declining price 
level. Nevertheless the gold supply is a factor of importance and there 
seems little reason to believe that the price level in the near future will 
start upward rapidly. The better conclusion would indeed seem to be 
that we shall be f6rced to exert some ingenuity in the not distant future 
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to stave off a declining price level. 
The relationship of land values and the decline in the purchasing 
power of the dollar since 1920 are recognized by Gray and Baker:* 
"The drastic decrease in average prices of farm real estate for the United States 
as a whole has been not only one of the major elements in the economic distress of the 
farming industry for more than a decade, but also probably another indication of 
the maladjustment of production to demand ...... It is true, the decline reflects in 
part the process of deflation experienced by commodities in general due to the change 
in the value of the dollar, but the decrease in the average value of farm real estate in 
the United States as a whole has been greater than the change in the value of the 
dollar as indicated by the decrease in the wholesale prices of commodities. In fact, 
when allowance is made on this basis for change in the value of the dollar, the values 
of farm real estate (in the United States as a whole) are still approximately 20 per 
cent below the average for the pre-war years, 1912-1914, although the decrease was 
very uneven in various sections of the country." 
However, land values do not follow closely changes in the general 
price level. Indeed for thirty years from 1865 to 1896 land values in 
Missouri rose continuously while the trend of prices was downward. It is 
more nearly correct to say that real estate values will respond to the 
changes in relationship between the general price level and the prices for 
farm products. Thus if farm prices increase while general prices remain 
steady farmers tend to prosper and land values to increase. 
\Vhen, as was the case in 1921, the prices of farm products decline 
drastically without a corresponding decline in the prices of things farmers . 
buy there_ is an immediate tendency for real estate values (in terms of 
current dollars) to come down. In Figure 3 the index of farm products 
prices is shown to have been very close to that of all commodities be-
tween 1914 and 1919. But note the disparity between the two from 1921 
until the present. Since 1925 there has be~n little tendency for farm 
prices to move upward in relation to the gen~ral price level. Indeed the 
1930 figures show a tend(:!ncy for prices to become even more unfavorable 
to farmers and less conducive to an increase in the values of farm real 
estate. Taxes (the curve for which is included) will be discussed later. 
The ratio of the index of the price of things that farmers purchase 
in the operation of their farms to the price of products farmers sell is 
directly indicative of the price relationships that farmers labor under 
in securing their incomes. Farm real estate values are likely to be res-
ponsive to this same income situation. 
Since 1920, farmers have been confronted with relatively unfavor-
able price relationships: Thus, again quoting Gray and Baker: 
*Land Utilization and the Farm Problem 1 U. S. Departm.ent of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publi-
cation No. 97, p41oge 4. This publication is also "the sourc-e of severo. I additional quotations from Gray 
~1.nd Baker to be found in sue ceeding page~. 
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"The level of farm pices of agricultural products since 1922-that is, the prices 
received by producers at local farm markets-has ranged from 30 to 40 per cent 
above prewar (1910 t o 1911-) level, except in 1925, when it was somewhat higher. 
On the other hand, since 1921 the average prices of things farmers buy for use in 
farming have ranged from 40 to 50 per cent above pre-war level, and the prices of 
goods bought for use by farm families have averaged 60 to 65 per cent higher. There-
fore, the average prices received by farmers for their products have been only 80 
to 90 per cent of the prices of things they have had to buy, as compared with prices in 
pre-war years. Although the relatively low prices of farm products undoubtedly 
have been offset in part by increased production per unit of human labor, due largely 
to wide adoption of improved machinery and other forms of technical progress, the 
persistence of these relatively low prices for practically a decade may be regarded as 
another indication of general over-production in agriculture." 
Farm Incomes Have Not Recovered 
Under the adverse price relationships depicted above, farm incomes 
suffered heavily during the period 1919 to 1921 and have since failed to 
rega~~ their pre~ war status- in relation to the incomes in other industries. 
The situation is shown in Figure 4, which is discussed by Gray and Baker 
in the following terms: 
"Among the various indications of the inferior economic position of agriculture 
since 1920 is the net income per person engaged, as compared with that of persons 
engaged in other industries. At the beginning of the period the average per capita 
income from industry was about 80 per cent greater than that from agriculture; 
by the end of the period the income from industry per person engaged had become 130 
per cent greater. 
"The comparison, to be sure, is subject to a number of qualifications. For 
instance, a dollar of income in the country does not mean the same as in the city. 
While allowance has been made, in the curve of agricultural income, for the value of 
food obtained from the farm and for the use of the farmhouse, the demands on one's 
income in the country are in many ways different from the requirements which must 
be maintained by city workers. In the respective curves no allowance has been 
made for change in the purchasing power of money. This change has not affected real 
agricultural income to the same extent as income from other occupations because a 
part of agricultural income consists of food and other things consumed on the farm, 
the utility of which is not affected by changes in the value of the dollar. In the esti-
mates of income these commodities were credited to the farmer's income at the cur-
rent farm prices, which were higher in the post-war than in the pre-war years, but 
the increase in prices paid by urban workers for things which farmers enjoy as non-
cash items has been even greater, on account of higher costs of distribution, thus di-
minishing somewhat the apparent relative gain in per capita income of nonagri-
cultural occupations. 
"It is not probable, however, that these quahfications offset more than a part 
of the increased spread between the two curves from 1919 to 1928. The persistence 
of the greater divergence in the two curves since 1919 suggests continued overpro-
duction in agriculture as one possible explanation." 
It is true, however, that "'ith farm incomes rising slowly since 1921 
land values have continued to sag. In their struggle to maintain or 
attain a standard of living commensurate with that of other groups, 
farmers have apparently been "'illing to attribute only a decreasing part 
of their total income to real estate. This insistc::nce on giving living stand-
ards a precedence over land values is not a thing to be condemned. 
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Fig. 4.-Income* Per Person Engaged in Agriculture and in Non-Agricultural Industries, U ni ted 
Stotes, 1909-1928. 
*The estimates of income are from The N:ttionallncomc and I ts Pu rchasing Powe r, by W. I. King, 
of the N ational Bureau of E.:onomics Research, 19 30. The income o f persons eng<lgcd in agriculture 
includes the net return after deduc t ing the cash expenses of the industry from its cash receipts, the 
estimated-value of farm products consu med o n the farm and the renta l value o f farm homes, a.nd the 
estimated income received by farmers from non-ngricultural sources. Th e rent and int~rcst paid to 
non·farmcrs is deducted. 
Rather the situation is encouraging. Farmers should not sacrifice their 
standards of life for the sake of high land values. 
At all times, in ~~:msidering farm real e.state values, there should 
be kept in mind the fac.t that neither high nor low real estate values are 
in themselves necessarily desirable. Rising real estate values are not an 
unmit,igat.ed bl~ssing and certainly falling values are often very dis-
couraging. The more desirable situation would be one in which a stable 
system of prices generally permitted the relationship between land in-
comes and land values to be calculated in advance. The objective of the 
prospective purcha:s~r of fa~m land should indeed center about securing 
such ~nformation as will enable him to avoid a purchase price that will 
endanger his standard of living during the process of payment. 
Populations and Farm Production 
Total populations of the United States and the world increased 
markedly during the decade 1920 to 1930. For the United States the in-
crease was numerically the greatest ever exp~rienced, totaling for the 
decade more than 17,000,000. The rate of increase was not as great as in 
some previous decades. World populations have apparently not increased 
as rapidly as those of the United States but, according to Gray and Bak-
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er, were some 17 per cent greater in 1930 than in 1900. An increase in 
demand for farm products is an inevitable accompaniment of such in-
crease in populations. Other things equal, this growth of demand would 
have meant relatively higher prices f6r farm products and farm real 
estate rather than the persistently declining level of prices that has 
characterized the period since 1920. 
For a number of reasons, however, other things have not beeh equal. 
First, production of farm products particularly cereals, has increased at 
a rate even more rapid than the growth of demand. Thus the world 
production of wheat and rye since 1900 has increased about 40 per cent 
while populations have increased only 17 per cent. Similarly, according 
to Gray and Baker, "the aggregate production of corn, oats, and barley 
in the world as a whole (excluding China) has increased about a third 
since the beginning of the century while population has increased about 
one-sixth." 
P.ERCENT 
Fig. 5.-Swine on Farms Januarr I, as Compared with Pork and Lard Produced, and with Popu-
lation, 1900-1929. 
The increase in production has, however, not been confined to cereal 
crops. Similar strides have been made in the livestock production. The 
increased production of pork and lard, Missouri's premier farm products, 
in relation to population growth in the United States, and the total 
number of swine on farms, is given in Figure 5. The production of 
these two products has, apparently, somewhat more than kept pace with 
the growth of population. For the United States as a whole, milk pro-
duction has more than kept up with population and has greatly out-
stripped the increases in the number of dairy cows. There has also been a 
TRACTORS ON FARMS 
UNITED STATES TOTAL NUMBER O N FARMS, 506.000 Each d <Jr represe."'! f c; 
50 tractors 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Fig.:6.-Tractors on farms of the United States. Each dot represents 50 tractors. 
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shift in production toward a greater number of hogs and dairy cows and a 
lesser nu~ber of sheep and beef cattle. Inasmuch as hogs and dairy 
cows use feed to distinctly better advantage th~n do sheep or beef 
animals some gain in total production has resulted from the shift. 
A further gain in production has resulted from the substitution of 
tractors and trucks for horses and mules. From 1918 to 1929 there was a 
decrease of about 9,000,000 or 25 pe_r cent in the numbe_r of hors~_s and 
mules in the United States. Because Missouri is so well adapted to the 
production ~f work animals and so Iiborly adapted on the whole to the 
tractor, she has suffered more than usually from the shift. Between 
January 1, 1920 and January 1, 1930 the number of horses and mules 
in the state decre_ased by 213,600 or approximately 20 per cent. 
Along with the adaptation of the tractor and truck to American agricul-
ture must be considen=d the whole category of machines f6llowing in the 
wake of increased power resources on the farm. Most notable is the combine 
harvester, but other machines are more important as a group if not 
individu-ally. Perhaps as important as the combine to Missouri is the 
mechanical corn picker. 
The increasing mechanization of agriculture has made possible a 
great increase in production without a corresponding increase in farm 
crop acreage or hours of labor employed on the farm as is clearly de-
picted in Figure 11. 
It is impossible to gauge exactly the effect of these improvements 
on land values. On the one hand their effect has been that great increase 
in production which, because it has outstripped the increase in popula-
tion, has resulted in a lower price level for farm products. On the other 
hand improved practices a"nd -the increased efficiency that this mechani-
zation has permitted in part has result~d in reductions of cost that have a 
bolstering effect on land values. On the whole, it seems, Missouri has 
benefited from these improvements less than many other states because 
her topographic and soils features have not proved so favorable to rapid 
mechanization of farm production as has been the case in such states as 
Kansas, Iowa, Illinois and other states in the Middle West. The dis-
tribution of tractors on farms in 1925, as iri the map above, illustrates 
clearly Missouri's inability to mechanize as rapidly as states to the north 
and west. .. 
Shifts in Consumption 
Shifts in consumption have also a certain amount of significance in 
respect to land values in the United States and Missouri . Most notable 
of these changes is the drastic decrease in the per capita consumption of 
cereals* which has, since, 1920, .seldom been above 50 per cent of its pre-
war base. A decreased consumption of beef and veal, but an increase in 
*See chart, page 13, Gray and Baker. 
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Fig. 7.-Changes in Consumption of Food Products Per Person, in the United Stotcs,l909-1929. 
consumption of pork and lard, milk products, and a small general in-
crease in the consumption of agricultural food products as a whole are 
noteworthy. The net result of these changes in diet according to Gray 
and Baked "does not affect greatly the per capita area of land needed 
for domestic food supply, but the changes indicated have notably in-
fluenced the demand for the products of particular regions." 
Missouri farm real estate has, by this shift in demand for food 
products, probably lost some advantage formerly possessed. The re-
duction in demand for both cereals and beef and veal have militated 
against Missouri farmers while the increased consumption of pork and 
lard has been favorable. 
Trends in Farm Acreages and Numbers of Farms and Farmers 
Despite the increases in production cited above the acreage in farms 
in the United States has not increased but rather decreased since 1919. 
Between 1919 and 1924 the acr~age in farms for the country as a whole 
decreased 31,500,000 acres according to the census. The decrease for 
Missouri was 2,132,786 acres. · 
Decreases in crop acre~ges were about counterbalanced by increases 
for the entire United States but there was a heavy decrdase east of the 
Mississippi and in Missouri as in Figure 8. The net decrease for the 
eastern half of the United States was, according to Gray and B·aker* 
about 17,000,000 acres. They comment that, ''This change is the more 
tlbid p. 16. Figure 7 is from the some source and page. 
*Figure 8 is taken from the same sourc~, page 20. 
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Each dot represents 
5,000 acres 
Fig. B.-Decrease in Acreage of All H arvested Crops, 1919-1924. E ach dot represents 5,000 a cres . 
notable when it is recalled that in the decade 1909-1919 the same half 
of the country showed a widely distributed net increase in crop acreage 
of 12,600,000 acres. Much of the cropland thus displaced suffers from 
serious handicaps due to low fertility or rough topography. In general, 
the percentage of d~crease was greatest in counties of low average land 
value and least in counties of high average value.'' 
"The trend in farming is toward the cultivation of the more fertile 
land that has a surface favorable to the use of machinery, and toward 
the abandonment, or use for pasture or forest, of the poorer lands. In 
many districts of poor land the young people are moving to the cities, 
leaving much of the land idle, to grow up to brush or inferior timber." 
During this same period (1920-1925) there has been a considerable 
reduction in farm population in the United States and in Missouri. The 
greatest losses have occurred in those areas where the reduction in 
acreage of harvested crops was largest as is patent from a comparison of 
Figures 8 and 9.* Farmers and their families have apparentiy felt the 
necessity of qtiiting the areas of rougher topography and poorer soils. 
In Missouri there was until 1920 a steady increase in the land in 
farms according to data of the United States Census. Between 1900 and 
1920,"however, the increase was slow (see Table 1) and totaled, over the 
20-year period, less than 800,000 acres as compared to more than 
3,000,000 acres during the period 1890 to 1900. Reacting to the adverse 
*Figure 9 is from Gray and Baker, ibid, page 25. 
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Fig. 9.-Change in Farm Population, January I, 1920-January I, 1925. Figures in states represent 
thousands of people. 
price relationships since 1920, the upward trend in farm acreages has 
been reversed and a reduction in total acreage took place during the 
fi.ve year period 1920 to 1925. The decrease was greater by approximately 
1,300,000 acres, than the gain in the two previous decades. Figures for 
1930 are not available at this writing . 
., While the improved land in farms between 1850 and 1920 followed 
much the same course as the total farm acreage the numbers of farms has 
not. Rather, numbers increased till 1900 when the total reached 284,886 
as compared to 92,953 in 1870. Since 1900 there has been a persistent 
decrease and by 1930 the loss in number of farms for the state as a 
whole had amounted to nearly 30,000 or about 10 per cent of the 1900 
figure. The decrease during the decade 1920 to 1930 was very nearly 
TABLE 1.-LAND IN FARMS IN MISSOURI ToGETHER WITH NuMBER OF FARMS AND 
ACREAGE IMPROVED, 1860-1930 
Year Acreage in Farm Improved Acreage Number of Farms 
1860 19,984,809 6,646,871 92,953 1870 21,707,220 9,130,615 148,680 1880 27,879,276 16,745,031 215,575 1890 30,780,290 19,792,313 238,043 1900 33,997,873 22,900,043 284,886 1910 34,591,248 24,581,000 277,244 1920 34,774,679 24,833,000 263,004 1925 32,641,893 260,473 1930 256,131 
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the same as the decrease during the decade 1900 to 1910 but has not 
been as great as that for the decade 1910 to 1920. 
Numbers of farms have been decreasing in Missouri, as stated above, 
since 1920. For purposes of analyzing the decline in land values, however, 
the reduction in numbers since 1920 is more pertinent than that dating 
from the beginning of the century. Percentage declines between 1920 and 
1930 are given in Figure 10. 
* Increases 
Fig. 10.-Decrease in Number of Farms in Missouri Counties 1920-1930. Figures Represent 
Perc-entage Decline from 1920 to 1930. 
*Increases. 
The range over the state was from a decline of 18.8 per cent in 
Boone county to an increase of 118.9 per cent in Pemiscot. Declines were 
greatest in Northeast Missouri counties and in only 4 of the 14 counties 
comprising the Putnam-Lindley sub-area of the Northern Meat Produc-
tion Area* were the declines less than 10 per cent. Declines in Northwest 
Missouri were moderate and Atchison county registered a gain. The 
great increases were in the Southeast Lowlands in an area still young 
*See page 29 in a map of the Type of Farming Areas of Missouri. 
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from the viewpoint of agricultural development. Considerable gain 
occurred in the four counties of the Southwest Fruit and Dairy area 
and small gains were made in a number of counties of the Ozark Plateau 
Fruit and Dairy Area. One county, R eynolds of the Ozark Meat Pro-
duction Area showed a considerable gain. 
Foreign Trade and the Tariff 
The percentage of total crop land in the United States employed 
in the production of products for export was approximately the same 
in the years 1927-1928 as it was in 1917-1921, according to Gray and 
Baker. However, farm products entering into foreign trade in 1927-
1928 were being sold at a much lower price than those of a decade 
earlier. The net return to the American farmer, we may assume, was 
sharply curtailed. Canada, Australia, Argentina and of late Soviet 
Russia have become increasingly imposing competitors of the United 
States in the production of agricultural products for the world market. 
The United States, in all probability, will ntver again enjoy the pre-
dominant position in the world food market that she enjoyed during the 
· latter part of the 19th and early 20th centuries. An increased efficiency 
in agricultural production in the countries of Western Europe together 
with a crippled buying power during the past war reconstruction period 
have further reduced the demand for the products of the farms of the 
United States. 
Our high tariff policy, particularly since the passage of the last 
tariff act, has been criticiz~d in many circles as greatly restricting 
international trade and thereby preventing as advantageous an exchange 
of farm products for foreign goods as might otherwise have obtained. 
Exact statistical evidence in support of this contention cannot be ob-
tained. However, the American farmer, exporter that he is, can hardly 
escape suffering some ill effects from obstructions to a free exchange of 
goods between this and foreign countries. 
The effect of increased foreign competition, reduced foreign de-
mand and tariff obstructions to foreign t rade on land values are, of 
course, indistinct and unmeasurable. Chiefly their effects on land values 
are transmitted via the path ofiower prices for farm products and higher 
prices for things purchased by farmers. 
The Efficiency of Agricultural Production 
For the United States as a whole the decline in farm real estate 
values can by no means be attributed to a reduced physical efficiency 
in agricultural production. Rather the volume of agricultural products 
has been forthcoming recently at such a rate that the lower pr ices that 
must be accepted for them has been an actual threat to real estate values 
18 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL ExPERIMENT STATION 
throughout the United States. Anomalously, so great has been the physi-
cal efficiency of farm production as a whole that real estate values have 
been forced downward. They have suffered the greatest reduction in 
areas where, as in Missouri, the adoption of the newer methods of pro-
duction and the consequent reduction of costs are least favored by ex-
cellent soils and a gentle topography. 
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Fig. 11.-Changes in Agricultural Production, Crop Land, and Farm Labor, United States, i907-1929. 
The growing physical efficiency of agricultural production is de-
picted in Figure* 11. With crop acreage and months of labor holding 
little more than constant or actually declining the trend of production 
is decidedly upward. The upward swing of production, after 1920 when 
real estate values began their decline, was more rather than less rapid 
than during the preceding decade of rising land values. 
The gross per acre value of crops produced by Missouri farmers 
has held, for the state as a whole, remarkably constant for the years 
1924 to 1929. t Data for 1926 were not in such form as to permit the 
calculation of a figure for that year, but for the six-year period exduding 
that year, the per acre value of crops produced varied between the narrow 
limits of $18.15 in 1924 to $19.991n 1928. The trend from 1924 to 1928 
was upward but the drouth of 1929, affecting most of the state, brought a 
moderate reversal in that year. Data for 1930 are not yet available but 
results for this year because of the low level of farm prices and the severe 
drouth will undoubtedly show a considerable decline e:ven in relation to 
*Taken from page 11 of Gray and Baker, U. S. Department of Agriculture Miscellaneous Publica-
'tion No. 97. 
tSee Table 2. 
TABLE 2.-GROSS VALUE* OF CROPS PRODUCED PER ACRE IN MISSOURI TYPE OF FARMING AREAS 1927-1929 
Area and Sub-Area 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 State __________ ___ __________________________ ____ $18.15 $19.86 
------
$19.44 $19.99 $18.77 Northern Meat Production Area Marshall-Wabash _____ ____________ ___________ $21.22 $21.91 
- - ----
$21.93 $22.26 $18.41 Grundy-Shelby _________ ______ - __ -- - --------- 15 . 57 18 . 18 
------
18.59 19.15 16.71 Shelby-Lindley ____________________ ___ _______ 15.06 17.60 
---- --
14. 20 18.44 16.40 Putnam-Lindley _______________ __ ___ -_------- 16.86 17.84 
- --- - -
16.19 18.21 15.21 Sum miL _______________________ - ------- - - __ 16.74 15.25 
------
18.66 19.01 15.70 Ozark Border Wheat and Dairy __________________ _ 18.07 19 . 98 
------
18.68 18.73 17.18 Eastern Truck Crops and Wheat_ _________________ 21 .31 32.57 
------
26.84 32.97 30.76 Ozark Meat Production Clarksville-Lebanon __ ____________ ___ -------- 13 . 80 17.66 
------ 17.71 19.25 16.65 Clarksville-Huntington ____________________ --- 15.76 20.55 
------ 21.12 21.38 24.77 Ozark Plateau Dairy------- _________ --- __________ 15.69 20.39 
------
21.38 19.66 18.56 Western Corn and Small Grain ______ ______ ________ 13 .28 14.88 
------
15.02 16.02 15.49 Southwest Fruit and Dairy _____________________ __ 15.12 22.06 
------ 20.14 19.76 17.75 Southeast Lowland Corn and Cotton _____ __________ 32 .99 27.97 
- -----
29.61 23.10 33.37 
*Gross value of all crops produced per acre of crop land corrected for changes in the prices of things farmers buy for use in living and production. Arranged from data supplied by E. A. Logan of the United States Crop Reporting Service, Columbia, Mo. 
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the low frgures for 1929. Nevertheless, the general trend of value crop 
production pe-r acre in the state, judging from the period 1924 to 1928 
rather than i929 (and perhaps 1930) which was abnormal, is apparently 
slowly upward. 
The translation of this increasing value product per acre (assuming 
that its trend is upward) into land values is, however, mitigated by at 
least two factors of importance. First, part of the upward trend is due 
merely to the rejection of the poorer crop land that has been going on 
since 1920. Total acreages planted to crops declined from 15,077,600 
acres in 1925 to 13,676,700 in 1929 according to publications of the 
Missouri State Board of Agriculture. With fewer acres farmers are abfe 
to cultivate those remaining with greater care and int~nsity. Secondly, 
farmers may well be insisting on a higher wage standard for themselves 
and their families. If such is the case only a decreasing part of the in-
creasing value product per crop acre may be attributed to land. Tax 
increase3 and certain technological changes are other considerations of 
importance. 
The foregoing statements applicable to the State as a whole appar-
ently apply equally well to the type of farming areas into which it is 
divided. Gross crop values fluctuate much more widely for the individual 
area since it is .much more likely to be uniformly affected by drouth 
conditions and other exigencies of the weather than is the State as a 
whole. There seems, however, to be no reason to believe that the trend is 
downward in any of them though only by coincidence would the trend 
in any area and that for the state be exactly alike. 
Some Strengthening of the Return to Investment in Land 
In a number of states of the Middle West, Missouri among them, 
rents of farm land have dropped distinctly less than have the values of 
these lands.* Rents measure very well the current return to land, and 
changes in rents and values should, other things equal, follow one 
another closely. Current rents, however, can be taken only as an indi-
cation rather than the ultimate determinant of the income basis upon 
which land values are calculated or estimated. The judgments of buyers 
and sellers of the future courses of these rents or incomes from land are 
·rather the foundation UJIOn which land values are finally determined. 
For more than a decade prior to 1920 the course of rents in the 
Middle West, Missouri included, had been upward and both buyers and 
sellers were inclined to take account of this inc~ease in rents when valuing 
land. As a consequence the ratio of current rents to land values was low. 
* Wiecking and Stauber, The Farm Real Estate Situat ion for 1929-30; U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, Circular No. !50. 
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Thus in 1920 the ratio of gross cash rents to land values in 20 Missouri 
counties averaged about 4 per cent. As a net return land owners could hardly have been getting more than from 2.Yz to 3.Yz' per cent. 
Beginning with 1921, however, there has been a tendency for these 
ratios to increase as noted in Table 3. Thus the ratios of gross cash 
rents to values for Missouri as reported by the correspondents of the United States Crop Reporting Service, were 6.83 per cent in 1929 as 
compared to 5.77 per cent f6r 1921. Since 1929 the ratios of rents to 
values have remained essentially constant. 
TABLE 3.-RATIOS OF GROSS CASH RENTS TO LAND VALUES FOR CASH RENTED MISSOURI FARMS* 1922 TO 1929 
I Ratios of Rents Year Gross Cash Rents Land Valuest to Values 
1921 $6.00 $104.00 5.77% 1922 4.60 80.00 5.75 1923 4.50 80.00 5.62 1924 4.50 74.00 6.08 1925 4.50 70.00 6.43 1926 4.15 67.00 6.19 1927 4.00 64.00 6 . 25 1928 4.00 62.00 6.45 1929 4.10 60.00 6.83 1930 3.90 56.90 6.85 1931 3.40 50.00 6.80 
*As reported by correspondents of the United States Crop Reporting Service. 
Part of this increase in ratios results, however, merely from an in-
crease in taxes which must be deducted from gross cash rents before a net 
return to land can be determined. Taxes per acret of farm real estate increased approximately 13 cents between 1921 and 1928 (taxes per acre for later years are not yet available). When the ratios of gross cash rents 
to land values are corrected for taxes the revised figure for both 1921 
and 1928 becomes 5.3 per cent. In other words the increase in ratios has exactly kept pace with the increase in taxes. If there has been any genuine increase in the capitalization rate it has in Missouri apparently 
come since 1928. 
Farm Taxes Have Increased 
Taxes having the most direct effect on farm real estate values are 
those levied on farm real estate. Total taxes on such property, according 
to preliminary investigations,* increased from approximately $6,550,000 in 1914 to $21,100,000 in 1928, an increase of about 300 per cent. The 
tThe decline in values of these rented farms does not coincide exactly with that of Missouri farm real estate generally as indicated in Table 4. 
~Unpublished data of the Missouri Experiment Station. 
*Unpublished data of the Missouri Experiment Station. 
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acreage in farms decreased during the period and the tax per acre in-
creased from 100 per cent in 1914 to approximately 350 per cent in 1928. 
On the average the increase over the state as a whole was approximately 
50 cents per acre. Assuming an interest rate of 5 per cent this means 
that the increase in taxes during the 14-year period was sufficient alone 
to reduce land values $10 per acre. This state average, however, will 
not apply accurately to particular counties or regions in the state. 
THE SITUATION IN MISSOURI 
The attempt in the foregoing has been to depict briefly the general 
agricultural situation as it refers to farm land values. Reference to 
Missouri conditions has been more or less incidental. The more exact 
analysis of farm real estate values in Missouri communities has been 
left for a later section. Before going to this more detailed description, 
however, there are certain aspects of the situation for the state as a 
whole that should receive attention. 
Movements of Farm Real Estate Values in Missouri Similar to Those in 
the United States and of the West North Central 
States 
Movements of values of farm real estate in Missouri have been 
essentially similar to those for the United States and surrounding 
states of the West North Central* geographical division. Indexes of 
these movements as reported by the agents of the United States Crop 
Reporting Service and published in the Farm Real Estate Situation t 
for 1929 and 1930 are given in Table 4 for Missouri and other states of 
the West North Central Group for the period 1914 to 1930. 
It will be noted hom this table that real estate values in Missouri 
took about a median position on the rise in values between 1914 and 1920. 
At their peak Missouri farm real estate values reached only 62 per cent 
above their pre-war figure while in Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and South 
Dakota the increase was much greater. In Kan-sas and North Dakota 
the increase was less than in Missouri. 
Since 1920, however, Missouri farm land values have suffered 
heavily and in early 1930 were lower in relation to 1914 values than 
those for any other state in the group. In four of the states, Minnesota, 
Iowa, Nebraska and Kansas, values were still above their 1914level but 
in Missouri, South and North Dakota values, even in terms of current 
dollars, were much below their pre-war base. If values are corrected for 
*States of the West North Central division are Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas. 
tWiecking, E. H. and Stauber, B. R., United States Department of Agriculture, Circular No. 150. 
TABLE 4.-Mov:EMENTS oF FARM REAL E:sTATE VALUEs* FOR THE UNITED STATES AND STATEs oF THE WEsT NoRTH 
CENTRAL GROUP, 1914-1930 
Geographic Di-
vision or State 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 
Net Change ~ 
1928 1929 1930 1930 overjl929, 
--
- -
--
--
------
--
- - ------
United States __ 100 100 105 114 125 136 165 152 135 131 126 123 120 116 114 113 112 -1 W. N. CentraL_ 100 102 111 118 130 143 179 169 146 138 128 122 117 112 110 109 106 -3 Missouri_ ______ 100 99 105 112 121 133 162 151 129 123 114 109 101 96 93 92 89 -3 Minnesota ___ __ 100 102 116 131 148 159 203 202 178 169 162 151 148 138 133 131 127 -4 Iowa __ __ ____ __ 100 108 123 129 139 154 205 189 156 150 137 131 125 116 112 112 109 - 3 North Dakota __ 100 100 109 115 120 126 141 137 132 124 Ill 106 102 97 96 95 92 - 3 South Dakota __ 100 98 105 113 122 141 176 168 142 122 114 112 104 94 93 92 90 - 2 Nebraska ______ 100 99 102 108 125 142 175 163 141 136 125 121 121 117 115 114 111 -3 Kansas ________ 100 104 110 116 123 133 153 151 131 128 119 116 114 114 114 114 114 0 
*As estimated, March 1st, by correspondents of the United States Crop Reporting Service. Rearranged from Table I, page 11-Farm Real Estate Situation for 1929 and 1930-U. S. D. A. Circular No. 150. 
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TABLE 5.-GENERAL TREND oF PRICES AND PuRCHASING PowER OF FARM PRoDUCTs, 1914-1930 
Index No. of Farm Prices Prices Paid 
by Farmers 
Year and Fruits and Meat Dairy Poultry Cotton and All Groups for Commod-
Month Grains Vegetables Animals Products Products Cotton Seed 30 Items ities Bought 
1914 100.0 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
1915 117 83 93 98 98 92 98 105 
1916 122 123 107 102 110 "' . 140 115 122 
1917 211 202 154 125 150 220 173 149 
1918 219 162 180 152 176 288 196 176 
1919 224 189 184 173 196 291 205 203 
1920 224 249 154 188 307 292 201 204 
1921 109 148 96 148 153 119 114 154 
1922 102 152 101 134 132 184 122 150 
1923 111 136 95 148 138 254 132 151 
1924 125 124 97 134 140 248 131 152 
1925 151 160 124 137 153 208 144 157 
1926 125 189 130 136 149 144 133 154 
1927 124 155 124 138 134 151 128 152 
1928 126 146 134 140 143 179 136 154 
1929 117 136 139 140 151 171 135 153 
1930 100 158 134 123 126 102 117 146 1931 
--- --- - - - - - - - - - ---January 77 108 112 107 110 72 94 *138 
February 75 109 106 101 79 76 90 *137 
March 74 109 106 101 92 80 91 *136 
April 74 120 106 99 90 78 91 *134 
May 74 119 99 91 70 74 86 *131 
--
*Preliminary. 
Ratio of 
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Prices Paid 
100 
94 
94 
117 
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changes in price level the situation is revealed as an even greater re-
cession below 1914levels and is common to every state in the group. 
One small crumb of comfort to the land owners, whose interest is in 
a stable or rising level of values, is the fact that the declines after 1921 
have tended to be smaller for each year than for the preceding. The 
greatest decline* in Missouri was in 1922 when values dropped 22 
points below their 1921 level, after that declines were more moderate 
and the 1929 levels for the entire North West Central group and for 
Missouri were only 1 point below the 1928. In 1930, however, the rate 
of decline has increased again somewhat and values were off three points 
in both Missouri and the West North Central Group. 
Relationships of agricultural and non-agricultural prices and farm 
and non-farm incomes as discussed for the general situation in preceding 
pages probably go far in explaining the increased rate of recession of 
farm real estate values in 1930. 
Indexes of prices for the major groups of farm products raised and 
sold by Missouri farmers are given in Table 5. While only 
grains and cotton and cottonseed prices were below their 1914 level 
in 1930, the ratio of prices received by farmers to those paid as in the 
last column reveals that Missouri fiumers are, generally, laboring under 
price relationships even more adverse than in 1921. Thus from the 
month of July 1930 to January 1931, prices of farm products in relation 
to prices of things farmers buy have varied from 73 to 64, as compared 
to 1914, while the average for 1921 was 74. 
Transfers of Farm Real Estate Fewer in Numb~r 
Along with the decline in farm real estate values has gone a decline 
in the number of tracts and the acreage transferred as far as can be 
judged from the date for twelve Missouri counties as in the table below. 
These data pertain to warranty deed transfers only and are for the period 
January 1, 1929 to May 31, 1930. Gifts, transfers for love and affection 
and exchanges of property are excluded. 
A decided seasonality in both number of transfers and acreage 
transferred is apparent. Both numbers and acreages are moderate in 
January, reach a peak in March and taper off to a low point in June and 
July. Another but more moderate peak is again attained in November, 
if the data for the year 1929 alone are to be relied upon, followed by a 
decline during December possibly because of the holiday season during 
that month. 
*Preliminary figures released by the United States Department of Agriculture indicate that the 
decline from 1930 o 1931 was essentially as large. 
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TABLE 6.-lNDEX OF AcTIVITY IN FARM REAL EsTATE MARKET-NuMBER oF 
RECORDED TRANSFERS OF FARM REAL EsTATE-VVARRANTY DEEDS ONLY 
-IN 12 MissouRI CouNTIEs* JANUARY 1929-MAY 1930 
Numbe of Acreage 
Month Transfers Yearly Index** Transferred Index** 
Jan. ____ 162 100 17,476 100 
Feb. ____ 185 114 17,884 102 
Mar. ___ 265 164 25,999 149 
Apr. ____ 180 111 18,792 108 
May ____ 158 98 18,400 105 
June ____ 128 79 12,345 71 
July ____ 126 78 11,106 64 
Aug. ____ 139 86 12,899 74 
Sept. ____ 172 106 15,548 89 
Oct. ____ 171 106 17,036 97 
Nov. ____ 195 120 20,382 ll7 
Dec. ____ 152 94 15,554 89 
Jan. ____ 165 100 17,000 100 
Feb. ____ 171 104 16,050 94 
Mar. ____ 260 158 25,890 152 
Apr. ____ 156 95 12,820 75 
May ____ 150 95 17,656 104 
*Atchison, Harrison, Sullivan, Ralls, Callaway, Franklin, Johnson, Reynolds, 
Polk, Barton, Newton and Pemiscot. Data for Miller county were not available. 
**January of each year= 100 per cent. 
Because of these seasonal variations, data for the same months of 
1929 and 1930 must be compared in judging changes in activity in the 
real estate market. While both number of transfers recorded and total 
acreage involved were greater in January, 1930 than in January, 1929, 
for succeeding months of 1930, February to May, there was a falling off 
as compared to the same months a year earlier. Taking the first five 
months of each year, the number of transfers recorded were 950 for 1929 
and 902 for 1930, a net decrease of 48 sales. The decrease in acreage 
transferred was greater than the decrease in numbers of transfers. 
During the first five months of 1929, 98,551 acres changed hands while 
the comparable number for 1930 was only 89,416, a decrease of approxi-
mately 9,000 acres. 
While there has been some traffic in real estate, the disturbed situ-
ation in American agriculture generally and the declining and uncertain 
level of land values have undoubtedly deterred many buyers and sellers 
from entering the market at all. Added to these, and perhaps of even 
greater importance in the early months of 1930, was the .unsettled busi-
ness situation coupled with a rapidly declining price level that affected 
all classes in the nation. Buyers of farm real estate are constrained to wait 
for further declines in values during periods such as the early part and 
indeed all of the year 1930. 
Voluntary transfers of real estate have by no means been the only 
ones taking place during 1929 and early 1930. With values declining 
TABLE ?.-AcREAGES TRANSFERRED BY WARRANTY DEEDS AND BY SHERIFFS AND TRUSTEES DEEDS IN MissouRI CouNTIES JANUARY 1, 1929-MAY 31, 1930 
\'Varranty Deeds Sheriffs and Trustees Deeds 
Jan. 1-Dec. 31, 1929 Jan. 1-May 31, 1930 Jan. I-Dee. 31, 1929 Jan. 1-May 31, 1930 
County N o. of Acreage No. of Acreage No. of Acreage No. of Acreage Transfers Transferred Transfers Transferred Transfers Transferred Transfers Transferred 
Atchison ___ __________ _ 106 10,650 38 3,963 10 1,215 1 120 Harrison ______ ____ ____ 161 14,955 85 7,200 41 4,599 9 909 Sullivan __ _____ ______ __ 169 15,891 71 5,292 28 3,487 13 1,921 Rails __ ________ - -- - - - - - 115 8,971 38 4,079 2 247 2 92 Callaway ____________ __ 216 22,763 104 11,217 46 7,583 28 5,899 Johnson __________ _____ 99 16,840 102 8,544 16 1,807 11 1,097 Franklin __ ____ __ ____ __ 187 14,208 80 6,297 18 1,983 7 2,604 Miller_ ______ - __ -- __ ---
* * * * 8 1,332 9 1,020 Reynolds __ _______ _____ 217 23,119 106 11,638 77 5,091 4 200 Polk _____ _____ __ ____ __ 166 20,878 90 10,444 38 4,660 14 1,138 Barton _____ ___ ___ __ ___ 191 21,581 67 8,783 22 4,241 12 1,902 Newton __ ___ ___ ______ _ 191 24,744 85 8,765 45 3,782 16 1,463 PemiscoL _____ ___ _____ 115 9,848 52 5,646 47 11,456 10 1,765 
TotaL _______ __ __ ____ _ 1,933 204,448 918 91,859 398 51,573 136 20,130 Average per month _____ 161.1 17,037.3 183 . 6 18,371.8 33.2 4,313 .0 27 .2 4,206.0 
*Data for the total volume of warranty deed transactions in Miller county were not available. 
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rapidly and taxes mounting as rapidly, the volume of trustees and sheriffs 
sales* has been large as is evident from Table 7. For the 12 counties, 
Miller excluded, sheriffs and trustees sales accounted for 24.6 per 
cent of the total transfers in 1929 and 20.8 per cent for the first five 
months of 1930. In a few of the counties the volume of such transfers 
is almost negligible in relation to the total acreage of real estate changing 
hands. In other counties it rises to a volume almost equal to that 
exchanged by warranty deeds. Indeed in Pemiscot county where drain-
age taxes have been a serious problem the sheriffs and trustees deeds 
accounted for a larger acreage than did the warranty deeds in 1929 but 
not in the first months of 1930. In no other county was the total of 
forced transfers during 1929 as large but in Callaway county they 
were 25 per cent of the total in 1929 and 34.4 per cent from January 1 to 
May 31 in 1930. 
The number of such transfers was greatest in Reynolds county 
though the acreage involved totaled less than 25 per cent of the acreage 
changing hands. 
In nearly all counties, however, the volume of these forced transfers 
has been large enough to be significant from the standpoint of farm real 
estate values. Farms or tracts oflands transferred by such means almost 
always fall into the hands of those primarily engaged in other businesses 
and, hence, unwilling to be troubled with the handling of the real estate 
involved save as a last resort. Commonly they are constrained to sell 
shortly after getting the land on their hands and only refrain from selling 
because of a poor general real estate market or because no buyer for their 
particular tract can be found at a price considered suitable. In most 
instances, however, such farms are on the market at sacrifice prices. 
They are the "distress" farms, so-called, and in some counties of Mis-
souri, particularly Callaway and Pemiscot, have probably had a large 
influence in determining the level of real estate values. 
As far as the movements of real estate values is concerned, however, 
it is the growing volume of these distress farms, rather than the total 
volume during any particularly year, that is most significant. Thus in 
Pemiscot county where the number and acreage in the sheriffs and 
trustees sales was greatest, real estate values (pages 55 to 57) have 
apparently held up well. In Callaway county, on the other hand, where 
values have been declining very rapidly, the number of distress farms 
is on the increase. Data on the acreage changing hands by means of 
sheriffs and trustees deeds by months indicate that 47.2 per cent of such 
transfers occur during the first five months of the year. Assuming this 
percentage to be accurate, more than 12,000 acres of land will be so 
*Transfers of other types take place but are negligible in amount as compared to the warranty 
deed and sheriffs and trustees deeds. 
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transferred in Callaway county during 1930 as compared to 7,683 in 
1929. Undoubtedly the growing number and acreage of such tracts is 
a large factor in explaining the rapid decline in values in this county. 
Farm Real Estate Values in Missouri Type of Farming Areas 
While it is necessary, in order to understand the present status of 
the value of farm lands in Missouri, to have the background as related 
in the preceding pages, the actual buyer and seller of land must have 
far more detailed information if he is to act intelligently in his transactions 
in real estate within his own community. So far the discussion has dealt 
with groups and averages. Land and real estate as it enters into sales 
and purchases has considerable individuality. No two farms are exactly 
alike and only a very rough guide, indeed, as to what values to ask or 
offer for a specific farm can be derived from the average value of real 
estate for the United States as a whole, for the state of Missouri or even 
for the county within which the farm is situated. 
(COt<>'tesy B ttreat< of Agrict<ltura·l Economics, U. S. 
Department of Agriwlt1tre.) 
MISSOURI TVPE·OF·FARMING 
AREAS AND DOMINANT 
SOIL TVPES 
Fig. 12.-Missouri type-of-brming areas and dominant soil types. 
While all farms differ in smaller or greater degree there are great 
groups of them that are alik_~ in essential physical and economic features. 
Thus on thousands of farms upon the fertile Marshall soils of north-
western Missouri and on other thousands upon the Putnam soils of 
northeastern Missouri, conditions as between farms are not greatly dif-
ferent. Hence a fairly pertinent analysis of land values for large groups 
of farms can be made despite the fact that each and every farm differs 
from all others. 
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However, generalizations about farm real estate values have most 
meaning when applied to groups of farms that are highly similar, and a 
necessary preliminary to an analysis of these values is the division of 
the state into areas within which real estate conditions are as alike as 
possible. There are two criteria of importance that must be considered 
in making such a division. The first of these relates to fa~ts of the 
physical character of the land; i.e., its soil, t Jpography, etc. The second 
are chiefly economic and relate to the type of farming practices that 
have developed because of underlying economic and physical factors. 
Keeping in mind these two criteria the State has been divided into 
eight type3 of farming areas as presented in the map above. Two of the 
major divisions have been further sub-divided. Within each area there 
is a rough homogeneity of farming practices and physical conditions. 
The response of real estate values to various forces affecting these values, 
will, within the areas, be much alike. Between areas this similarity may 
be and normally will be much less marked. 
However, the rough homogeneity of the type of farming area affords 
only a moderately satisfactory basis for analyzing real estate values. 
Within each area there are still considerable variations in soil types. 
For each type of farming area, with two exceptions, there has been 
designated on the map (Figure 12) two major soil types. Associated with 
these dominant soils, however, are many of minor importance and nearly 
200 distinct soil types have been mapped in the State as a whole. 
While the great number of different soils make it impossible to 
take account of all of them in an analysis of farm real estate values 
it is advisable, if not necessary, to recognize that these variations 
in soils constitute a major factor in explaining variations in land values. 
Hence, the attempt should be to take account of soil types wherever 
possible and it is the purpose in this bulletin to report land or real estate 
values not only for the type of farming areas of Missouri but for the 
major and wherever possible the minor soil types within these areas. 
The attempt will be to recognize that each soil type represents land of a 
somewhat different character than any other soil type though each type 
grades impreceptibly into that most closely ass9ciated with it. It has 
been found impossible to report satisfactorily the price of wheat without 
first recognizing that there are a number of different kinds and grades 
of wheat. It is even more necessary in reporting real estate values to 
take careful account of the numerous grades of this agent. 
Values Reported Represent Actual Transactions in Farm Real 
Estate.-For each type of farming area one county was selected from 
which to secure land value data. Two counties, providing a more ade-
quate sample, would have been much preferable and in one case, the 
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Putnam-Lindley "'"sub-area of the Northern Meat Production Area, it 
was necessary to add an additional county to piece out the inadequate 
sample provided by the one first selected. In each case the attempt was 
to choose a county that was representative of both soils and farming 
practices for the area in which it was located. 
The choice :finally rested on the following counties within the Type 
off arming areas. 
Area 
Northern Meat Production 
Eastern Truck Crops and Wheat 
Ozark Border Dairy and Wheat 
Ozark Meat Production 
Western Corn & Small Grain 
Ozark Plateau Dairy 
Southwest Fruit and D airy 
Southeast Lowland Corn and Cotton 
Sub-Area and 
Major Soils 
Marshall-Wabash 
Grundy-Shelby 
Shelby-Lindley 
Putnam-Lindley 
Summit 
Knox-Wabash 
Union-Hagerstown 
Clarksville-Lebanon 
Huntington-Clarksville 
Bates-Oswego 
Baxter-Clarksville 
Baxter-Clarksville 
Mississippi Alluvium 
County 
Atchison 
Harrison 
Sullivan 
Ralls and Callaway 
Johnson 
None 
Franklin 
Miller 
Reynolds 
Barton 
Polk 
Newton 
Pemiscot 
Because of the suburban character of much of the Eastern Truck 
Crops and Wheat Area no county was chosen to represent it. 
The values themselves are based upon transactions in real estate as 
entered in the volumes of the county recorder of deeds. Only transactions 
in which the sales price was noted directly on the deed were taken. 
Inasmuch as the consideration on the majority of deeds· was stated as 
"one dollar and other valuable considerations" the number of bona fide 
sales of farm real estate secured was limited. All transactions for the 
years 1927, 1928 and 1929, and those for 1930 that had been recorded 
up to the date the data were gathered (summer of 1930), on which the 
considerations were stated, were taken off the recorder's books. 
A Test for Accuracy.-Unfortunately even the considerations stated 
in the deed need not always coincide with the actual price paid. Occa-
sionally and for various reasons the real consideration may be over or 
understated. Trades of property are sometimes involved and are not 
mentioned. Sometimes the principals are related and the consideration 
low for that reason. 
To afford a test of the accuracy of the statements of considerations 
in the deeds a questionnaire was arranged to be sent to grantees covering 
the same transactions. Three thousand of these were mailed o'ut and, 
though the return was disappointing, enough were obtained to give a 
small check at least. 
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While approximately 350 questionnaires were returned only 259 
of these were answered completely enough so as to be worth listing for 
comparison of questionnaire and deed considerations. For an additional 
83 of these either no consideration was given on the questionnaire or 
the acreages on the questionnaires differed widely ftom that on the 
card, indicating that the questionnaire referred to a different transaction 
than that recorded on the deed. For only 26 of the remaining 176 
questionnaires, now agreeing closely with cards of deed records as to 
dates and acreages involved, did the statements of consideration vary 
ftom that on the cards. 
In only one of these 26 strictly comparable cases was the disparity 
between questionnaire and deed consideration great. In this case the 
price as stated in the deed was $16,650 while the questionnaire reported 
a consideration of $6,290. Inasmuch as the assessed valuation of this 
same property was $7;900 it is possible that the deed consideration 
rather than that in the questionnaire is the correct one. Sales values 
are normally higher than assessed values. The transaction was for a 
part interest in the property only and the chance for misunderstanding 
on the part of the correspondent was enhanced thereby. 
For the remainder of the 26 transactions questionnaires and deed 
considerations differed only slightly and in 14 transactions deed con-
~iderations were greater than those reported on the questionnaires. 
Excluding the one questionnaire, where the disparity was so great as to 
cast doubt U:ROn the validity of both deed and questionnaire, the total 
consideration for the 25 transactions in which 2,546.75 acres of real 
estate were involved was for the questionnaires $151,025, and for the 
deeds $156,690. The average prices per acre were $59.30 for the question-
naires and $61.53 for the deed, the disparity being only $2.23 or less than 
4 per cent ofeither deed or questionnaire values. 
It appears, hence, that while warranty deed considerations are at 
times not true considerations they approximate true considerations 
closely and afford, as far as can be ascertained at present, a fairly good 
basis to judge both the actual sales value of farm real estate and the 
movements of such values. It is possible that movements of real estate 
values may be calculated from such data with somewhat greater ac-
curacy than the actual values themselves. 
Average Sales Prices of Missouri Farm Lands Have Continued 
to Decline.-While county averages of farm real estate sales values are a 
poor basis upon which to judge the value of a specific farm, they may 
often be used with fair precision in noting movements of land values 
within the county and the area which the county typifies. In fact, in the 
present study, because the sample of sales for the various soil types was 
TABLE B.-MovEMENTs oF FARM REAL EsTATE VALUES IN MissouRI TYPE OF FARMING AREAS 1927-1930 
Years 
1927 1928 I 1929 1930* State or Area County 
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars per acre Index per acre Index per acre Index per acre Index 
State- ------------------- -- - 13 counties $59.65 100% $53.75 90% $50.45 85% $44.44 75% State (Weighted Average) ___ __ 60.19 100 57.41 95 53.21 88 49.72 83 Northern Meat Production 
Marshall-Wabash ________ Atchison 135.24 100 133.11 98 125.45 93 135.79 100 Grundy-Shelby ______ ____ Harrison 87.70 100 67.77 77 77.00 88 59.77 68 Shelby-Lindley---- - ----- Sullivan 59.01 100 57.97 98 60.26 102 51.99 88 Putnam-Lindley ___ ______ Ralls & Callaway 52.90 100 35.50 67 35.63 67 29.03 55 Summit_ _________ __ ___ - - Johnson 67.78 100 67.91 100 60.66 89 45.46 72 Ozark Border _________ ___ ____ Franklin 27.76 100 24.39 88 29.32 106 31.43 113 Ozark Meat Production 
Clarksville-Lebanon ______ Miller 25.08 100 22.14 88 21.09 84 24.00 96 Huntington-Clarksville __ _ Reynolds 13.81 100 10.09 73 11.96 87 11.05 80 Western Corn & Small Grain __ Barton 50.56 100 45.08 89 43.39 86 36.70 73 Ozark Plateau Dairy _________ Polk 40.62 100 37.57 92 33.29 82 29.79 73 Southwest Fruit & Dairy __ ___ Newton 49.73 100 53.35 107 44.27 89 35.89 72 Southeast Lowlands ________ __ Pemiscot 71.43 100 84.78 119 70.42 99 71.04 99 - --· ··- · -
*All figures for 1930 are subject to revision when data for the la ter months of the year are obtained and added to those for the months already compiled. 
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too small, it is necessary to use county averages to judge the movements 
of values. 
In Table 8 are summarized the results for the entire 13 counties 
for which sales data were secured. An average of all sales for all counties 
by years reveals that land values declined from an average of $59.65 
per acre in 1927 to $44.44 per acre in first half of 1930. In terms of per-
centages of the average for 1927 the decline has been from 100 per 
cent to 75 per cent. 
A better index of movements of farm real estate values for the state 
as a whole is obtained when the average values for the counties is weight-
ed by the land in farms for the type of farming area that each county rep-
resents. The decline from 1927 to 1930 is not quite as drastic when the 
values are thus weighted. Nevertheless it appears farm real estate values 
had shrunk to 83 per cent of their 1927 values in 1930. 
As derived from the compilation of these sales of farm lands the 
decline has been far more rapid than reported by the correspondents 
of the United States Crop Reporting Service as noted by Weicking and 
Stauber*. According to these correspondents values had fallen by 
March 1930 only to 93 per cent of their 1927 level as compared to the 
83 per cent above. 
TABLE 9.-COMPAR!SON OF CENSUS (1925) ACREAGE PER FARM AND AVERAGE 
AcREAGE PER TRANsAcTioN 1927 To 1930 
Number of Acreage Per Census Acreage 
County Transactions Transaction Per F arm 
Atchison __ _________ 145 130.0 189.6 
Harrison ___________ 213 76.7 94 . 2 
Sullivan _____ - - ____ 260 78.0 144.8 
Ralls and Callaway-- 261 98.7 151.7 Johnson ___________ 310 80.4 137.5 
Franklin ___________ 148 98.1 129.3 
Miller ___________ _ - 137 105.7 155.1 
Barton __ --- - - _____ 186 94.6 148.1 
Polk ___ ----------- 350 73.5 112.2 Newton ____ _______ 356 57.0 91.8 
PemiscoL _________ 140 78.9 49.1 
There are several bases upon which the difference between these 
two series is to be explained. First, the crop correspondents undoubtedly 
report values for farms in actual operation. Such farms have withstood 
more or less successfully the impact of the agricultural depression which 
has continued with considerable severity since 1920. They are likely to 
be a somewhat select group. Actual sales may well constitute a quite 
different cross section of farm real estate. It seems not improbable for 
instance, that modern methods may place a premium on increasing the 
*See Table 4 of this bulletin. 
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size of the average farm in Missouri . If this is indeed true many sales 
and purchases may be of small tracts for the purpose of adding to farms 
already in operation rather than of whole farms. In Table 9 are 
given the census average acreage per farm by counties together with the 
average acreage involved in the transaction upon which county sales 
values of farm real estate are based. 
In all counties, save Pemiscot*, the average acreage per transaction 
for the four year period is smaller than the average acreage per farm in 
1925 as reported to the census. Either farms are growing drastically 
smaller or a large number of transactions are made for the purpose of 
increasing the size of farms already operating. Inasmuch as the average 
acreage per farm in Missouri has been increasing rapidly in the preceding 
dec-ades it may be assumed that the second explanation is the correct one 
and that many transactions involve small tracts adjacent to or near farms 
already owned. 
Such tracts may well be of somewhat inferior quality as compared to 
land in operating farms. The poorest farms commonly yield most quickly 
to adverse conditions such as have obtained during the last decade and 
have undoubtedly been the ones to be divided and absorbed by others 
either adjacent or near by. In a period when the volume of such land 
seeking new owners has been increasing the effect on the average price 
ofland or real estate sold may well be greater each succeeding year for a 
period, and sales prices may be more affected than estimates of the value 
of going farms. 
Furthermore, these smaller tracts of farm real estate may well have 
been equipped with a much smaller complement of buildings than would 
be found on the average farm or the farms that crop correspondents 
might regard as typical. Inasmuch as the cost of building materials has 
fallen little if at all, the tendency would be for well equipped farms to 
maintain their value relatively well in comparison to those less well 
equipped. Crop correspondents, probably reporting for going concerns, 
would have in mind farms with greater amounts of improvements per 
acre than that being transferred. 
Crop correspondents may also be reporting more largely from the 
areas in Misssuri where land values have fallen least. t And finally, 
the system of weighting used in arriving at the state figure is different 
ftom that employed in the present study since crop reporting districts 
do not conform to the type of farming areas of the State. The net effect 
*The crensus counts each cotton c ropper's traa:t a farm though many such trac\ts nta.y be c.bntrolled 
by a single owner. Transactions, on the other hand, commonly involve the units as owned by landlords 
rather than the smaller units operated by croppers. The average acreage per farm as reported by the 
census is for th!s reason muc!h smaller in Pemisc:ot cOunty, where much cotton is grown, than the average 
acreage involved in transfers. 
tDifferences in the movements of farm real estate values for the Missouri Type of Farming Area 
are discussed elsewhere in the bulletin. 
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on movements of values resulting from these different systems of 
weighting would, however, be small. 
District Movements Widely Divergent.-The composite nature of 
a state, to say nothing of a national index of farm real estate values, is 
nowhere more .clearly revealed than in the lower part of Table 9. In no 
two of the type of farming areas have the movements of farm real estate 
values been exactly alike. In part this lack of similarity has resulted 
because the sample of sales in each county has been small. Random 
errors of sampling, in other words, account for a part of the differences. 
Not all the divergence can, in the opinion of the writer, be counted as 
explained thus, however. 
Perhaps the most significant fact that is apparent from these area 
figures is that real estate values in the two areas in Missouri most 
admirably suited to agriculture, from the standpoint of composite physi-
cal characteristics, have remained essentially constant over the period. 
Indeed in the Marshall-Wabash area as represented by Atchison county 
average values per acre in 1930 were slightly higher than in 1927 and in 
the Southeast Lowlands, as represented by Pemiscot county, the values 
were only slightly less in 1930 than in 1927. Sales values also averaged 
higher in 1930 than in 1927 in Franklin county of the Ozark Border. The 
sample of sales in this county, particularly in 1930, was small, (though 
not as small as in Pemiscot county) and there is some doubt of the ac-
cumcy of the averages. In one other county, Miller, the decline was small 
but in all others 1920 values represent a serious discount from 1927. 
Movements in the Northern Meat Production Area. The P utnam-
Lindley Area, R alls and Callaway Counties.-The greatest decline oc-
curred in northeast Missouri where values, as compiled from sales in 
both Callaway and Ralls counties, fell to 55 per cent of their 1927 level. 
Average sales value in these two counties fell from $52.90 in 1927 to 
$29.03 in the first half of 1930. The census shows the average values 
per acre of all farm lands and buildings in these two counties to have been 
$82.67 per acre in 1920 and in 1925, $52.72 per adre. Assuming that 
average sales values are fairly representative of the general level, values 
remained relatively constant between 1925 and 1927 but began declining 
again rapidly in 1928 and have continued downward since.* Sales price 
in 1930 were only 35 per cent of census values for 1920. The l9JO values, 
however, are based upon 45 sales only and may not be adequately repre-
*Census values of farm lands and buildings per a eire are, in fact, not strictly comparable w ith aver-
age sales values per acre. The census depends for its v alues upon the estimates of owners and secures 
data on all land in farms inc luding tracts of three acres or even less if )1250.00 wort h of produce is sold. 
Sales data are those for warranty deed transactions only and tracts of less than 10 acTes in size have 
been deliberately excluded as non-typical. Census average values per acre are C'i.ted merely to give some 
background for judging the representativeness of average sales values. 
Thue facts should be consid~red in connection with all subu uent referenus to th~ u nsus throughout 
th• jo/louing pagu of this discussion. 
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sentative. There can be little doubt, however, but that values in 1930 
were less than half those of 1920 in these two counties. 
TABLE 10.-SALES VALUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE IN RALLS AND CALLAWAY 
CouNTIES 1927-1930 
Acreage 
Per Cent Changing 
Year No. Sales Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
1927 66 5,860.18 $310,030 $52.90 100 
1928 64 6,527. 58 231,737 35.50 67 
1929 86 8,369.43 298,168 35.63 67 
1930 45 5,016. 21 145,638 29.03 55 
A number of factors have contributed to the unusual decline of real 
estate values in the northeast Missouri area. First, despite the fact 
that there are considerable areas of land with an excellent topography 
for agricultural operations, particularly in Audrain county, most of the 
area is rolling and in parts rough. Adjacent to the Missouri on the south 
and the Mississippi on the east there are the river hills. A number of 
lesser streams, tributary to these larger ones, flow through the area and 
the country adjacent to these streams and their minor tributaries is al-
ways rolling and often hilly. In Ralls county 12.5 per cent of the area is 
classified by soils men as rough stony land and presumably inferior for 
farm purposes. Doubtless the percentage of such land is equally great 
in a number of other counties of the area. 
Land with so rolling a topography as to be cultivated either with 
difficulty or only in small patches is not entirely valueless for farming. 
It can always be relegated to a pasture use, though land that must be so 
handled is abundant in Missouri and an acre of it commands only a small 
price. The development of modern farm machinery has enabled cereals 
and feed grains to be produced on fertile soils with a gentle topography 
at such low cost that lands with poorer soils and rougher topography 
such as are characteristic of this northeast Missouri area, apparently 
can no longer compete save on the basis of drastically lower land values. 
In other words, only the choicest parts of this poorer land can now be 
used effectively in cbmpetition with other more highly favored areas and 
the remainder must apparently be relegated more and more to extensive 
uses such as pasture and grazing. A large part of the decline of land 
values in northeast Missouri is without much doubt directly attributable 
to loss in comparative advantage in cereal and feed grain production. 
Unfortunately the soils of the Ralls and Callaway county area are 
also subject to a number of faults that have militated against any 
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strengthening of farm real estate values. The Putnam soils which domi-
nate the interior of the area have indeed a fair topography. T hey are 
confounded, however, with a relatively thin surface or top soil and a 
tenacious impervious subsoil. Their water absorbing capacity is poor 
and the consequent heavy run off makes them peculiarly subject to ero-
sion despite their moderate slope. This susceptibility to erosion is a 
serious obstacle to the machine operation of large blocks of land that has 
proven such a factor in cost reduction in other areas. Furthermore, 
because of its shallow topsoil, the fertility of the Putnam soil is ex-
hausted in a relatively short period. And once run down the acidity of 
the surface soil makes difficult the rehabilitation of fertility. Thus, to 
grow effectively legumes such as red and sweet clover, liming must be 
resorted to. The maintenance of a nitrogen balance is, hence, rendered 
difficult. In a period when the prices of farm products of the area have 
declined sharply these obstructions to cost reduction loom up abruptly. 
This northeast area is one of the oldest farming regions of the state 
and its original fertility, which was not inconsiderable, has been heavily 
depleted by more than a century of farming of an essentially extractive 
type not founded securely enough upon careful soil management. In the 
present period of low prices of farm products and a distinct loss of com-
parative advantage in certain line~ of production it finds itself without 
reserves of fertility to draw upon but facing rather a period of enforced 
restoration of fertility in an era that threatens to be a particularly un-
favorable one in which to incur the additional costs of such restoration. 
Returning large acreages now used for crops to grass and pasture will 
undoubtedly be advisable on many of these northeast Missouri farms. 
Unfortunately the Putnam soil of the area is counted by many a better 
crop than grass soil and will, therefore, be returned to pasture only with 
reluctance. For this soil the general recommendation for the area that 
increasing portions of the farms should be kept in grass does not fit. 
Apparently if land values are to be kept from a further decline, the 
instituting of a careful system of soil management with the avowed 
purpose of rehabilitating soil fertility is the only alternative. 
While the other soils of the area commonly have a less favorable 
topography than the Putnam they are on. the whole very fair grass soils 
and are not subject to the same subsoil faults. The decline of values for 
these soils has doubtless arisen in large part from their relatively great 
abundance and lack of adaptability to crop production under the new 
low cost mechanized methods.* 
*For a further discussion of the situation in Ralls and Callaway counties see the section on Atchison 
county immediately following. 
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The growing volume of forced sales particularly in Callaway county 
has also been a factor aggravating the decline in real estate values for the 
area. These distress farms must be looked upon as at once an effect of de-
clining values and as a cause of further declines. Such farms would not be 
thrown on the market in such numbers (Table 7) save in a highly un-
certain and declining market. On the other hand, once in the possession 
of persons who for various reasons are constrained to sell, these farms be-
come a drug on the market. In large part buyers must be found for them 
before other farms not actually forced into the market can be sold. Un-
doubtedly the relatively large number of these distress farms in Callaway 
county must be counted as a large factor in explaining the excessive 
decline in values in these two counties. Few forced sales were recorded in 
Ralls county and the situation in Callaway county may be extreme and 
not entirely representative of the Northeast Missouri Area. 
The 2l1arshall~Wabash Area; Atchison County.-While the recession 
of farm real estate values in Atchison county, typical of the Marshall-
Wabash area, from the levels of 1920 has been considerable, the decline 
since 1925 and particularly since 1927 have apparently been moderate if 
indeed not insignificant. Thus in Ralls and Callaway county 1930 sales 
values per acre averaged only 35 per cent of 1920 census values. In 
Atchison county sales values of 1930 were nearly twice as great in rela-
tion to 1920 census values or 68 per cent. Also, while sales values in 
Ralls and Callaway declined to 55 per cent of their 1927 level in early 
1930, values in Atchison county were essentially as high in 1930 as in 
1927. 
TABLE 11.-SALES VALUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE IN ATCHISON CouNTY 1927-1930 
No. of Acreage I Per Cent Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
1927 47 6230.74 $842,664 $135.24 100 
1928 41 5083.08 676,640 133.11 98 
1929 36 4693.00 588,765 125.45 93 
1930 21 2837.66 385,328 135.79 100 
Some decline in Atchison county values through 1928 and 1929 
there was, but even ffom the implications of the declines of these two 
years it seems improbable that 1930 values were more than 10 per cent 
below those of 1927. While the small sample may not be entirely reliable, 
actual sales show 1930 values to be essentially the same as those of 
1927. 
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A comparison of the conditions under wh.ich farming is carried on 
in Atchison and Callaway and Ralls counties may throw some light on 
why real estate values have been so well maintained in the former county, 
In the first place, the soils of Atchisol} county are far superior to those 
of Ralls and Callaway. The Marshall and Knox series of the uplands of 
Atchison county are deep brown or black soils of excellent and enduring 
fertility. The topography of Atchison while rolling is seldom so rough as 
to enforce keeping a large percentage of the farm in pasture or grass. 
In 1924 the pasture acreage was 44.5 per cent of total farm acreage in 
Ralls and Callaway but only 26.7 per cent in Atchison. In other words, 
more of the average farm can be cultivated and kept in crops in Atchison 
county than in either Ralls or Callaway. During the preceding decade of 
depression pasture has become abundant relative to crop land in Mis-
souri. In fact, while thousands of acres of land have been abandoned 
the total acreage in crops has held relatively constant in the United 
States between 1920 and 1930 or even increased a little. The aban-
donment has occurred in the areas of rougher poorer lands in many cases 
suitable only to pasture. That values have fallen less in Atchison county 
than in Ralls and Callaway is, hence, not surprising since the rougher and 
poorer lands are far more abundant in the two northeastern counties. 
A further factor affecting the relative abundance of pasture land 
and tending to reduce its value has been the pronounced swing toward 
more concentrates and less pasturage in the production of beef, mutton 
and dairy products. The entrance of the Eastern Great Plains Area 
into cereal production, the displacement of horses by motor power arid 
the mechanization of production together with the introduction of new 
and superior varieties of grain, have all tended to reduce the costs of the 
concentrate feed grains to the feeder or dairyman. With this abundance 
of cheap concentrates meat animals are finished earlier and need much 
less roughage and grass. The baby beef, marketed at from 10-14 months 
has displaced to a large extent the mature steers marketed at from 3-5 
years thus cutting out from one to four seasons on pasture. Beef cattle 
feeders, dairymen and shepherds often find it advisable to use these 
cheap concentrates even during the summerpastureseason thus further cut-
ting down the demand for pasture acreage. Furthermore, many Missouri 
farmers during the period of high land values prior to 1920, felt that 
purchasing feeding stock was more profitable than raising it on their 
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own farms. This permitted them the use of a maximum part of their high 
priced land for crops. This habit of purchasing feeder stock has persisted 
into the present period of reduced land values and has further reduced 
the demand for and use of land suited only or chiefly for pasture. 
Secondly, Atchison county farms are large in comparison to those of 
Ralls and Callaway. The average farm in Atchison in 1925 contained 190 
acres while those in Callaway and Ralls averaged only 152. A more 
signi :cant comparison is that based on values off arm property, however, 
All farm property in Atchison county averaged $29,915 per farm while in 
Ralls and Callaway the average was only $9,229 per farm. On this basis 
Atchison county farms were more than three times the size of those in 
the two counties of the Putnam-Lindley areas. A third measure of size 
is contained in the crop land per farm. In Atchison county the average 
farm contained, in 1925, 132 acres of crop land while in Ralls and Calla-
way county the average was only 68 acres or scarcely more than half 
that in Atchison. The superiority of the cropland in Atchison county 
makes the discrepancy in crop acreage even more significant than appears 
ftom these figures. Loo1.::ed at from another standpoi~t, while there are 
69 acres of crop land per male worker 10 years of age and over in Atchison 
county, there are only 40 in Ralls and Callaway. 
The larg,e size of the Atchison county farms has apparently per-
mitted certain necessary adjustments to the new situation since 1920 that 
the smaller farms in Ralls and Callaway hav.e not. Indeed these smaller 
farms under the adverse price conditions since 1920 have often 
proved unable to provide their operators with an acceptable return. 
While few of them have been abandoned a considerable number have 
been forced on the market through foreclosures of mortgages. Such 
"distress" farms ar~ demoralizing to the land market and have doubtless 
been a lesser factor in Atchison county than in either Ralls or Callaway. 
The first effect of a reduced income producing power of farm real 
estate is to reduce its value. Almost immediately, however, farmers are 
led to seek new types of farm organization in an attempt to regain or 
to better former income levels. An effect that accompanies the reduction 
in value is an increasing number of farms see~ing purchasers. Some 
farmers find it difficult to readjust. Their borrowing power may be 
exhausted or if they desire to increase the size of their farm there may 
be no pieces of land of the proper acreage adjacent or near their own 
farms. The pressure to sell is further heightened when wages and in-
comes in industrial centers are high in relation to farm incomes as has 
been true during the preceding decade. 
There are some small evidences that farmers in Ralls and Callaway 
county are attempting to adjust to the new conditions by increasing the 
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size' .. of their farms. Thus, while the average size of farms in these 
two counties in 1920 was 148 acres it had increased to 152 acres in 1925. 
During the same period the Atchison county farmers were apparently not 
subjected to the same pressure, for farms there decreased from 200 acres 
in "1920 to 190 in 1925. Further evidence of the greater pressure to 
adjust in Ralls and Callaway can be discovered from the statistics on 
mortgage indebtedness. In Atchison county the increase in total mort-
gage indebtedness on owner-operated farms was from $3,856,446 in 1920 
to $4,259,870 in 1925 or approximately 10 per cent. In Ralls and Calla-
way mortgages on owner-operated farms increased from $3,575,622 in 
1920 to $5,440,993 in 1925 or 52 per cent. 
A depleted borrowing power may well be a factor in keeping Ralls 
and Callaway county farmers from securing the advantages of reduced 
costs through adopting the improved machinery that has lately become 
available. In 1925 the ratio of mortgage indebtedness to value was in 
Ralls county 43.8 per cent and in Callaway 51.6 per cent. In Atchison 
the ratio was only 40.7 per cent. At any rate, while the value of imple-
ments on Atchison county farms in terms of 1914 dollars increased ftom 
$506 in 1920 to $548 in 1925 there was an actual decrease in value be-
tween the two periods in Ralls and Callaway counties from $297 in 1920 
to $201 in 1925. This disparity in the value of machinery and imple-
ments per f'arm in the two areas does not result merely because tractors 
have displaced horses to a greater extent in Atchison than in Ralls and 
Callaway. There was in Atchison county in 1925 one tractor to every 
12 farms: In Ralls and Callaway the ratio was only slightly less, or one 
tractor to every 14 farms. 
Apparently the falling prices of farm products have in Atchison 
county been met to a greater extent than in Ralls and Callaway by falling 
costs. Similarly falling land values in Atchison have been met by the 
buffer of reduced costs and have been checked. In Northeast Missouri, 
apparently, the move to reduce costs has been less successful. 
Movements in the Grundy-Shelby Area (Harrison County).-Farm 
real estate values, as reported from Harrison county, declined in the 
Grundy-Shelby sub-area of the Northern Meat Production area but 
the decline was much smaller than in Ralls and Callaway counties of the 
Putnam-Lindley area to the east. In the following table is given the com-
pihi.tion of data upon which are based the per acre value figures and the 
indexes of movements. 
The census of 1925 reports the average values of farm real estate in 
Harrison county as $81.62 per acre and the $87.70 for 1927 is doubtless 
unrepresentatively high. Vagaries such as these result from the small 
sample of sales upon which the averages were perforce based. However, 
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TABLE 12.-SALES VALUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE IN HARRISON CouNTY MissouRI 
No. of Average Total Average value/ Per Cent 
Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
(acres) 
1927 55 4,435 .. 8 $389,000 $87.70 100 
1928 68 4,722. 7 323,443 67.77 77 
1929 52 4,366 . 8 336,247 77.00 8R 
1930 38 2,757.7 164,825 59.77 68 
even if 1927 values are accepted as no higher than those of 1925, which 
is probable, the decline to the figure for 1930 is still considerable and only 
about 5 points less than if the 1927 figure is employed. 
The reasons for the decline are much the same as those already cited 
for Ralls and Callaway counties. Soils and topography in Harrison coun-
ty are typical of the Grundy-Shelby area. The topography is rolling to 
hilly though more inclined to the former. Small streams are numerous 
and it is adjacent to these drainage ways that the slopes are greatest. 
Only on the divides between streams is the abruptness of the topography 
softened to an undulating character. 
The dominant soil is the Shelby which occupies the rolling terrain. 
Next in importance is the Grundy which occupies the plateau areas of 
more gentle topography. Other minor soil types occur on the upland 
and there is a considerable area ofWabash on the river bottoms. 
Data are too few to enable much to be said regarding the movements 
of values on these various soil types though data for the Shelby loam are 
tabulated in table 22, page 58. 
It is probable, however, that the declines have been greatest in areas 
of Shelby soils and rolling topography. Here again the character of the 
terrain has prevented the adoption of labor saving machinery such as has 
been possible in more level sections in Iowa directly north of Harrison 
county. This inability to take advantage of cost reduction permitted by 
increasing mechanization is illustrated by the map of tractor distribution 
by states on page 11. There were in 1925 only 140 tractors on Harrison 
county farms while many Iowa counties with no greater farm area or 
number of farms had from three to four times as many. However, 
counties in Iowa immediately north of Harrison county and much like 
it in soil and topography have no more tractors than are found in Harri-
son. 
It is not to be inferred that mere inertia has kept farmers of the 
Grundy-Shelby area from using the new farm machinery, particularly the 
tractor. Conditions within the area and indeed in nearly all of Missouri 
are not particularly favorable to tractors and are more than usually 
favorable to horses. Fields are commonly small. It is impossible to say 
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what the average size of field is but the cropland per farm in Harrison 
county was in 1924 only 71 acres. It is quite probable that fields average 
no more than 15 to 20 acres in extent. Many of them are even smaller. 
Secondly, the Shelby soil is highly susceptible to erosion. As a result 
slopes must be handled with somewhat more care than is customarily 
bestowed under rapid tractor tillage. Gullies also impede tractor 
operation somewhat more than they do that of horses. 
On the other hand each farm commonly includes an abundance ot 
land that is advisedly kept in pasture and hay meadow. Thus the aver-
age Harrison county farm in 1924 had 65 acres of pasture land or nearly 
as many acres in pasture as in crops. Furthermore, the corn crop of the 
area as it is commonly handled provides an abundance of cheap roughage. 
The situation in Harrison county is therefore, on the one hand, such 
that tractors and power machinery cannot be used to effect as great a 
lowering of costs as has been found possible in areas of larger and more 
level fields. On the other hand the large pasture acreage on most farms, 
together with an abundance of roughage, makes the keeping of horses a 
matter of relatively low cost. 
That the newer farm equipment has been adopted with too great 
reluctance in this area is, however, possible. Farmers may well be lagging 
in their acceptance of newer mechanical methods and, particularly on 
the Grundy soils with their gentle topography, mechanization and cost 
reduction should probably be proceeding more rapidly than it is. 
Only part of the problem of falling land values in the area may be 
explained in terms such as the above, however. Other factors of impor-
tance are increasing tax burdens and loss of comparative and absolute 
advantage in cereal production partly because of the greater facilities 
of other regions for such production and partly because of the curtailed 
demand for cereals in the post-war period. Doubtless the reduction of 
land values in Harrison county represents a groping for a new set of 
values that will permit profitable operations of farms upon a more 
extensive scale of farming giving considerably more emphasis to grass and 
pasture. 
The Shelby-Lindley drea (Sullivan County).-Farm real estate 
values in Sullivan county of the Grundy-Shelby sub-area of the Northern 
Meat Production area declined somewhat less than in Harrison county. 
Conditions within the two counties are not greatly dissimilar though 
topography is more rolling and the percentage of land kept in grass and 
pasture is even greater in Sullivan than in Harrison. The soils of Sullivan 
county also are somewhat inferior to those of the Grundy-Shelby area. 
Inasmuch as real estate values have tended to decline somewhat less in 
areas ofbetter soils arid topography it is surprising that values in Sullivan 
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TABLE 13.-SALES VALUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE IN SuLLIVAN CouNTY 1927-1930 
No. of Acreage Per Cent 
Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
1927 81 6493.71 383,166 59.01 100 
1928 71 5616.47 325,562 57.97 98 
1929 75 6129.90 369,364 60.26 102 
1930 33 2046.19 106,381 51.99 88 
county have declined less than in Harrison. 
The discrepancy is more apparent than real, however. Thus if 1930 
values are in both instances related to the census average values of farm 
real estate per acre for 1925 the decline is from 100 to 77 per cent in 
Sullivan and to 73 per cent in Harrison. Inasmuch as the 1927 figures 
for Harrison are high ($87.70 per acre as compared to $81.62 in 1925), 
even the small difference of 4 points may well be due to mere errors of 
sampling. It is indeed apparent that movements of real estate values in 
the two counties and presumably the two areas were much alike. In-
deed more adequate data might well have revealed that values fell faster 
in the areas of rougher topography and somewhat poorer soils of the 
Shelby-Lindley area. 
To detail the reasons for the decline in the Shelby-Lindley area 
would in large part be merely to repeat what has already been said for 
the Grundy-Shelby and the Putnam-Lindley areas. There has been in 
addition to the general decline in purchasing power of farm products and 
rise in the value of the dollar a loss of comparative advantage in cereal 
production that formerly meant so much to northern Missouri farms. The 
adjustments to be made should probably follow the course of increasingly 
large farms handled more extensively with greater attention to livestock, 
particularly cattle and sheep, and to grass. 
The Summit Area (Johnson County).-Farm real estate values in 
Johnson county declined from $67.78 an ac1re as an average for 100 sales 
in 1927 to $45.46 an acre as an average for 37 sales in 1930. The percent-
age decline was from 100 in 1927 to 72 in 1930 and was less than that in 
Harrison and Ralls and Callaway counties but greater than that in 
Sullivan. The per acre value of farm land and buildings for Johnson 
county was, according to the census,* in 1925, $68.29 agreeing closely 
with the 1927 figure of $67.78. The decline was very uneven being noth-
ing at all from 1927 to 1928, moderate during the next year and very 
large for 1930. 
While the soils of Johnson county and the Summit area are different 
in origin ftom those of other parts of the Northern Meat P~roduction 
division they are much likj:: them in fertility and productivity. The 
topography of the country is like that of Harrison county in general, 
*See note, page 3 7. 
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TABLE 14.-SALES VALUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE I N JoHNS ON CouNTY 1927-1930 
No. of Acreage Value I Per Cent Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
1927 100 6,987.45 $473,618 $67 . 78 100 
1928 96 8,397.71 570,270 67.91 100 
1929 77 6,279.10 380,877 60.66 89 
1930 37 3,252.03 147.822 45.46 72 
with some relatively smooth land and the greater part rolling but seldom 
rough. Farm practices, while conforming pretty largely to those in the 
counties already discussed, lean somewhat more heavily on dairying. 
Pasture land is a relatively important category and 43.8 per cent of the 
farm area in 1925 is reported as having been in pasture as compared to 
the 26.7 per cent of Atchison county and the 45.7 per cent in Harrison 
county. Crop land per farm in 1925 averaged 68 acre,s as compared to 132 
acres in Atchison and 71 acres in Harrison. 
All in all the general features of farming in the county are not unlike 
those of Harrison and it is not surprising that land values in the two coun-
ties had dropped to much the same level in 1930 as compared to 1927. 
Supposedly m~ch the same set of forces depressing values have been 
operating in the two counties. 
The Ozark Border Dairy and Wheat Area (Franklin County).-
An anomaly among the countie~ for which sales data were tabulated, 
and possibly illustrating rather the exigencies of inadequate data than 
a real trend in events, is Franklin county. Farm real estate values in 
this ~unty rose from an average of $27.76 per acre in 1927 to $31.43 
in 1930. A moderate fall in values from 1927 to 1928 was followed by 
a rise in both 1929 and 1930. Values for 1930 are based upon only 14 
sales. 
TABLE 15.-SALES VALUES oF FARM REAL EsTATE IN FRANKI.IN CouNTY 1927-1930 
No. of Acreage Value Per Cent 
Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
1927 58 5,639.14 $156,553 $27.76 100 
1928 37 4,016 0 57 97,982 24.39 88 
1929 39 3,352.87 98,299 29.32 106 
1930 14 1,515 0 57 47,638 31.43 113 
In 1925 the census average value of farm lands and buildings is 
given as $42.80 per acre. This is 54 per cent greater than the average 
sales value of 1927. If the 1927 sales average is fairly accurate and repre-
sentative we must assume that values had fallen in two years about 35 
pe:r cent or to 65 per cent of their 1925 level. Accf?pting also the 1928 
sales average as representative, land values fell during that year to 57 per 
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cent of their 1925level. Even the 1930 figure of$31.43 per acre is only 73 
per cent of the census average of 1925. The reduction in Franklin 
county, taking the census as a base, has, hence, been about as large as in 
other p~rts of Missouri. 
The upturn in 1929 and 1930 still challenges attention, however. 
Had the reversal in trend been confined to 1930 al~ne it could have been 
assigned merely to inaccuracies arising out of so small a sample of 
sales. Indeed this may be the real explanation though the fact that the 
rise apparently began in 1928 and continued on into 1930 suggests the 
possibility that real estate values in Franklin county may have reached 
an actual turning point or at least a position from which there will be 
little further recession. In fact not only in Franklin county is there 
evidence that the decline in values has now become a wavering one in-
dicative of a final cessation when the new level of values has adjusted 
to the new price relationships that agriculture has been subjected to in 
the last decade. 
Thus while 1930 average values as in Table 15 W!_!re above those in 
1927 in only two counties, Atchison and Franklin, they were above the. 
averages for 1928 in two additional counties, Miller and Rqnolds. The 
1930 values exceed those of 1929 also in four counties, Atchison, 
Franklin, Miller and Pemiscot. 
Has the corner been turned in Franklin county and has sufficient 
water been squeezed out of farm real estate values so that the profits 
of the agriculture of the county can justify the new level? Preliminary 
data released by the United States Department of Agriculture indicate 
that for the State as a whole the decline in farm real estate values from 
1930 to 1931 was greatly accelerated as compared to the decline between 
1929 and 1930 and immediately preceding years. The possibility of an 
opposite trend in values in Franklin appears remote, but even the slight 
upward tendency of values from 1928 to 1930 makes the agriculture 
and physical characteristics of the county worthy ofparticular note. 
The soils of the county are dominantly Union silt loam with a liberal 
admixture of Gerald silt loam and Clarksville stony loam. The Union is 
a .soil of only fair fertility but rather good structure and without being 
abundantly productive it may be characterized as responsive and' pos-
sessing good wearing qualities where well handled. The Gerald silt loam 
is inferior to the Union in both fertility and structure but superior in 
topography which is gentle in comparison to the rolling and often hilly 
territory of the Union. The Clarksville stony loam is almost wholly 
non-tillable and where contained in farms is used for grazing or woodlots. 
On the whole these dominant soils of the county must be counted as only 
moderately productive or as farmers say, common. The topography 
would be rated in much the same class. 
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Farms, in 1925, averaged 129 acres in size with 54.4 acre.s of crop 
land and 48.4 acres of pasture land per farm. The average value of all 
property per farm was only $6,541. 
The farming is of a distinctly mixed t ype but leans more heavily on 
dairying than does that of the Northern Meat Production Area to. the 
north and west. While corn is the major field crop, wheat occupies a 
position of nearly equal importance. 
In fact there is little in the soils, topography, size or character 
of farm unit or the combination of enterprises in Franklin county to 
afford a basis upon which to explain the upward trend in values in the 
county in a period when these have been declining so rapidly in nearby 
and almost adjacent areas. 
One further fact, however, does stand out as being of possible 
importance. The eastern edge of the county is within 25 miles of St. 
Louis proper and much closer to the Greater St. Louis area. Most of 
the county, in fact, is within fifty miles of the city and perhaps not 
too far away to be affected by it. The growth of St. Louis has been rapid 
and in 1930 there were well over a million people in the entire urban area. 
Land values have turned upward near urban areas in the east and the 
New England area showed a gain in 1930. Possibly some such effect is 
being felt adjacent to St. Louis. 
The Ozark Meat Production Area. Clarksville-Lebanon Sub-Area 
(Miller County).-Farm real estate values in Miller county have main-
tained themselves surprisingly well. Average sales values for 1928 and 
1929 show some tapering off from those of 1927 but the per acre value 
for 30 sales in 1930 shows only a 4 per cent decline from the level of 
1927. 
TABLE 16.-SALES VALUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE IN MILLER. Cou NTY 1927-1930 
No. of Average Value Per Cent Year Sales Changing H ands Consideration P er Acre of 1920 
1927 25 2476.00 $61,880 $25.08 100 1928 36 3816.95 84,525 22.14 88 1929 46 4899.81 103,329 21.09 84 1930 30 3289.81 79,004 24.00 96 
The average 1927 sale value per acre of $25.08 is a trifle higher 
than the census value of $24.86 in 1925. It would seem, then, that, as 
in a number of other counties, farm real estate values fell very little 
if at all, between 1925 and 1927. 
Soils and topography in Miller are not admirably suited to agri-
culture, as can be ascertained by the low average of sales values. The 
county is within the Ozark border area and is traversed by the Osage 
river, the largest stream arising in the Ozarks. Adjacent to this large 
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stream the dissection has proceeded to great lengths and the country is 
hilly in extreme and much of the land is not included in farms. 
Farms are only moderate in size, 155 acres being the average for 
1925. Crop land averaged only 41 acres per farm in the same year. The 
pasture acreage was not f-ar from three times that used for crops. Even 
the small areas of crop land are of only fair quality except when located 
on the Huntington soils of the river bottoms which are very good. The 
average value of all property per farm in 1925 was only $4,738. 
No support can be found in these facts of the physical situation and 
size of f.arm for the relative stability of farm real estate values in Miller 
county during the four-year period. Indeed these facts might well lead 
one to look for a severe decline. 
It is probable that the real reason that values have not declined 
lies in the development within Miller county of one of Missouri's largest 
public utilities. Some speculative value may attach to farm land in the 
vicinity of Bagnell where the dam and power unit for the utilities com-
pany is now under construction. It is probable also that the purchases 
of land needed for the huge lake that is to be created in the valley of the 
Osage and its tributaries, part of which will lie in Miller county, have 
provided an increased demand for land. This demand as it relates to 
flowage rights is temporary. If there is considerable resort and industrial 
development incident upon the construction of the dam the effect on 
farm real estate values in the county may well be permanent. Apparently 
purchasers and sellers of land within the county are anticipating some 
such development. 
The H untington-C!arksvillc Sub-/lrea (Reynolds County) .- De-
clines in farm real estate values in Reynolds county of the Ozark Meat 
Production, Huntington-Clarksville area have been moderate in com-
parison to declines in many counties in Missouri and average sales values 
for early 1930 were 80 per cent of their 1927 level. In 1927 they were 
$13.81 as compared to $17.44 per acre as reported in the census of 1925. 
Apparently a considerable decline took place between those two years. 
Average sales values for 1930 were 63 per cent of census values of 1925 
and orily 53 per cent of those of 1920. They were, however, actually 
lower in 1928 than in 1930 though the sample of sales is so small that 
errors of sampling may account f6r the difference. 
TABLE 17.-SALES VALUES or FARM REAL EsTATE IN REYNOLDS CouNTY 1927-1930 
No. of Average Price Per Cent 
Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
1927 31 3,946.08 $54,515 $13.81 100 
1928 43 4,029.40 40,682 10.09 73 
1929 41 3,018.24 36,120 11.96 87 
1930 25 2,372.00 26,227 11.05 80 
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Agriculture in Reynolds county and in the Huntington-Clarksville 
sub-area of the Ozark Meat Production Area has definitely retreated to 
the valleys. Little attempt is made to use the steep slopes of the upland. 
Only 30.1 per cent of the land area is in farms in Reynolds county. 
Obviously most of the hill lands are excluded. Pasture lands have always 
been in great abundance in this area and it is doubtful if farmers have 
ever been willing to pay more than a very small price for additional acres 
of pasture lands. 
Most farms and most tracts that are sold or purchased are located 
along the creeks and rivers. The purchase price revolves chiefly about 
the amount of the tillable bottom land (generally Huntington soils) that 
are involved. Hill land is included only as it occurs incidentally within 
the same legal description as the valley or bottom land. Little of the 
purchase price is attributed to the included hill lands even if considerable 
acreages of such land are transferred. Furthermore, such land, when its 
price is a consideration, is often sold or purchased on the basis of its 
value for some other purpose than merely agriculture. Its stand of trees 
from which merchantable ties or other wood products may be cut may 
well have an effect on price. Often the value of such products may ac-
count for the en tire price paid for such land. 
Furthermore, it is probable that the price for such land has long 
been down at essentially a minimum figure offrom a dollar to two dollars 
or a little more an acre. The basis of the price has been the scanty 
pasture it commonly affords or its power to produce a growth of timber. 
Timber prices have fairly well held their own since 1920 and prices for 
timber land need not have declined greatly since that year. 
The proportion of river-bottom land in the sales of successive years 
probably remains relatively constant and such being the case the decline 
in sales values of real estate in Reynolds county represents largely the 
decline in the value of this river land. Inasmuch as values of crop land 
have apparently not declined as much as have those of pasture land the 
relatively small decline in values in this county can be explained in this 
way. 
Farmers in the Huntington-Clarksville area will in all probability 
find rather limited the adjustments they can make in their farming 
systems to stem the decline in land values. An intensive livestock 
system is already followed. Possibilities of improving pasture land are 
small though some clearing of the lower ~lopes adjacent to the bottom 
land may make them productive of more and better grass. The bottom 
land is already handled very intensively for the production of feed crops. 
These lands are of rather high quality and it is unfortunate that their 
area is so limited. Probably much of the hill land should be turned from 
its present grazing use to the production solely of forest products. 
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While there is promise of abundant farm products for the next decade, 
a decided reduction in supply of timber products in the very near future 
is commonly regarded as imminent. 
The W.estem Com and Small Grain Area (Barton County).-Farm 
real estate values in Barton county declined from an average of $50.56 
an acre in 1927 to $36.70 an acre in the first half of 1930, or from 100 in 
1927 to 73 in 1930. A severe drop from 1927 to 1928, and a succeeding 
moderate drop from 1928 to 1929 was followed by another severe drop 
from 1929 to 1930. Average sales values for 1927 were a little higher than 
those reported to the census of 1925 which were $48.56 per acre. 
·TABLE 18.-SALEs VALUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE IN BARTON CouNTY, 1927 To 1930 
No. of Acreage 
Consideration I 
Value Per Cent 
Year Sales Changing Hands Per Acre of 1927 
1927 66 5,716.62 $289,079 $50 . 56 100 
1928 56 5,506. 69 248,261 45.08 89 
1929 42 4,370.00 189,649 43.39 86 
1930 22 2,006.00 73,627 36 .70 73 
As has been true in so many other counties in Missouri, the decline 
in value of farm real estate in Barton county cannot be attributed chiefly 
to declines on excessive acreages of pasture land. Pasture land acreages in 
the Western Corn and Small Grain Area are moderate and in Barton 
county in 1925 only 30.3 per cent of the average farm was kept in pasture. 
This compares favorably with the 26.7 per cent for Atchison county 
where there was little or no decline in land values from 1927 to 1930. The 
average Barton county farm devoted 66.3 per cent of its land to crops as 
compared to 69.6 in Atchison county. It is apparent that the division of 
land as between crops and pasture is much alike in the two counties. 
Furthermore the topography of Barton county is on the whole superior 
to that of Atchison. 
The quality of both crop and pasture land in Barton county is, 
however, much below that of Atchison. In this latter county the soils 
are a deep fertile loess with a friable moisture-retaining subsoil and a 
topsoil only moderately acid. The soils of Barton are of two general 
types, the Bates on the one hand and the Cherokees and Geralds on the 
other. Both types are highly acid, making the growing of legumes 
and the maintenance of a nitrogen balance difficult. Liming is necessary 
if legumes are to be grown successfully. The Bates has a friable subsoil 
that is likely to be too open for good moisture holding capacity. The 
Cherokees and Geralds, on the other hand have rather shallow topsoils 
and compact clayey subsoils that amount almost to a hardpan. Both 
types of soils are, hence, seriously subject to drouth. At best they can 
be counted as only moderately productive. 
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Two characteristics of the farming system also doubtlessly con~ 
tribute to the relatively greater decline in Barton than in Atchison coun~ 
ty. First, Barton county -farms are small, averaging only 148.1 acres 
per farm in 1925 with 98 acres of crop land. This compares with 189.6 
acres per farm and 132 acres of crop land in Atchison county. The aver~ 
age value of all property per farm in Atchison county was nearly $30,000. 
In Barton it was only $8,123. 
There seems little reason why these Barton county farms should be 
so small. The topography is gentle and there are apparently fewer 
obstacles to the operation of large tracts than are encountered in Atchi~ 
son county. P~rhaps in no area in Missouri could agriculture be more 
easily mechanized than in the Western Corn and Small Grain Area. 
An extension of mechanization may well be looked to as a possible means 
of reducing costs and obstructing further declines in land values. 
A second characteristic of the system of farming, is the small place 
given to livestock enterprises. In no other area of Missouri are the 
numbers of hogs so low in relation to the acreage planted to corn. The 
beef cattle, dairy cattle and sheep enterprises are developed only to a 
very limited extent. It is impossible to say how much of this failure to 
raise livestock must be attributed to the low yields of the feed grains and 
lack of leguminous roughage and how much to the sale of grain and 
corn as a cash crop. Both factors undoubtedly play a part. 
For a number of reasons, discussed in preceding pages, prices of 
the cereal grains are very low and real estate values can be expected to 
decline in Missouri areas dependent upon sales of such grains for a large 
part of their incomes unless great reductions in cost of production are 
possible. Such reductions in cost have apparently not been made in 
Barton county and real estate values have suffered accordingly. 
Apparently a great need in the Western Corn and Small Grain area 
is some leguminous crop adapted to its soil and climatic conditions. A 
greater supply of legume roughage would permit farmers to take greater 
advantage of a livestock system of farming and such a change in their 
farming system together with a greater effectiveness in pro4uction that 
can be secured by adopting the newer methods should go far toward 
increasing farm incomes and p_reventing declines in real estate values. 
The Ozark Plateau Dairy Area (Polk County).-The downward 
course of farm real estate values in Polk county was very much like 
that in Barton county: The decline in both counties was from 100 in 1927 
to 73 in 1930. Actual sales values in Polk county in 1927 averaged $40.62 
per acre and $29.79 per acre in 1930. 
Census values per acre of farm land and buildings in Polk county 
for 1925 were $43.94 and, hence, somewhat above the average for sales 
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values in 1927. For Barton county the sales values of 1927 averaged 
somewhat above the census values of 1925. Taking 1925 census values. 
as a base of 100, the values in Polk county had declined to 67.7 by 1930 
and those in Barton county only to 75.6. 
TABLE 19.-SALES VALUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE IN PoLK CouNTY, 1927-1930 
No. of Acreage Value Per Cent 
Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
1927 65 4,716. 90 $191,623 $40.62 100 
1928 105 7,688.80 288,888 37.57 92 
1929 119 8,470.69 282,024 33.29 82 
1930 45 4,858. 99 144,750 29.79 73 
Conditions within the two counties, though they are not far apart, 
vary considerably. While Barton is part of the Great Plains country and 
is possessed of a very gentle topography, Polk county is on the edge of 
the Ozark Highland and its topography is rolling and in a few areas hilly. 
The percentage of land area in farms is nevertheless higher in Polk than 
in Barton. However, while in Barton only 30.3 per cent of the farm area 
in 1925 was pasture, in Polk the comparable figure is 46.1 per cent. The 
crop acreage per farm in Polk county in 1925 was 49.6 acres or not much 
more than half that of the average farm in Barton. The somewhat 
greater fall in Polk county farm real estate values since 1925 can ap-
parently be attributed in part to the relatively large proportion of pasture 
land. 
The system of farm organization in the two areas differs markedly. 
Polk county farming lays much greater emphasis upon dairying and 
livestock generally and declines in values would probably have been even 
greater had the sales of cereal grains bulked larger in the incomes of the 
Polk county farmer. 
Farm adjustment in the county may follow a number of courses. 
The farms, which contained in 1925 only 112 acres on the average 
and only 49.6 acres of crop land, are probably too small to function as 
efficient economic units under the changed price relationships since 1920. 
Doubling the size of the unit would probably not be too much and in 
many instances by no means enough. The present small acreage of crop 
land per farm savors too much of an agriculture still in the handicraft 
stage. Such units can hardly expect to compete satisfactorily with the 
highly mechanized plants to be found in other sections of the country. 
Only in areas adaptable to intensive hand labor crop such as 
strawberries, cane fruits, grapes and so forth can the small crop areas as 
encountered in Polk county function effectively. Unfortunately it is so 
easy to swamp the market with these fruits that a large expansion of 
their acreage seems inadvisable. 
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The Southwest Fruit and Dairy Area (Newton County).-Newton 
county farm real estate values declined in much the same fashion as in 
Barton and Polk counties. Average sales values in 1927 were $49.72 
per acre. These declined to $35.89 in 1930. The percentage decline was 
28 or from 100 in 1927 to 72 in 1930. However, in 1928 values actually 
averaged some 7 per cent higher than in 1927, and in 1929 had fallen only 
to 89 per cent of 1927 values. The great decline occurred in 1930 as has 
been the case in several preceding counties and areas . 
TABLE 20.-SALES VALUES or FARM REAL EsTATE IN NEwTON CouNTY, 1927-1930 
No. of Acreage Value Per Cent 
Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1927 
1927 106 5,923.35 294,615 $49.73 100 
1928 115 5,543.17 306,855 53.35 107 
1929 106 6,491.13 287,410 44.27 89 
1930 29 2,330.50 83,650 35.89 72 
Census average values per acre in 1925 were $52.46 an acre or about 
$3.00 above average sales values in 1927. 
Newton county belongs to the Ozark Highland and its physiography 
is representative of the gentler phases of Ozark uplands. The topography, 
though rolling and at times too steep for cultivation, is seldom excessively 
rough. 
Farms are very small, averaging in 1925 only 91.8 acres. Pasture 
acreages are not excessive for Missouri and only 34.4 per cent of the 
farm area was in pasture in 1925. Crop acreages per farm however, are 
very small and averaged in 1925 only 48.9 acres. 
Because of the type of farming, the small size of the farm unit is 
not so much to be decried as in many other parts of Missouri. Dairying 
and small fruit and orchard culture are intensive types of land use, and 
Newton county farming typifies the strawberry and grape culture enter-
prise in Missouri, to say nothing of dairying, in which it also ranks 
high. 
As in so many parts of the state the .mechanization of agriculture 
will be difficult and in part impossible. It is not an accident that Newton 
county farmers have turned to farm enterprises that relquire much hand 
labor. Small fields, steep slopes, and stony, gravelly soils present almost 
insurmountable obstacles to an advanced degree of mechanization. On 
the other hand considerable land suitable only to pasture and a long 
pasture season makes horse labor relatively cheap. 
Adjustments in the interest of increasing farm incomes in Newton 
county may, hence, be forced to come through increasing the size of the 
ordinary farm plant without much increase in machine equipment. 
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Under existing price relationships, even with the drastically lower farm 
real estate values of the present, it is probable that a suitable standard of 
living cannot be maintained on 48.9 acres of crop land of not exceptional 
quality. Extension of small fruit and orchard culture may help but as 
has only too often been demonstrated in the past, the possibilities that an 
increased production will reduce prices to an unprofitable level is only too 
imminent. It is hardly wise, hence, to think of increasing volumes of 
production of either dairy products or fruits as the solution. Rather 
combination of existing farm units for the purpose where possible of 
reducing costs while production is held relatively constant would seem 
the most desirable method. 
The Southeast Missouri Lowlands (Pemiscot County).-While 
there was a heavy reduction in farm real estate values in Pemiscot county 
between 1925 and 1927 there has apparently been practically no dedine 
in average sales values since. The average values of farm real estate per 
acre in 1925 are reported in the census as $100.03 per acre. In 1927 sales 
values averaged $71.43 per acre and in 1930 the average was practically 
the same or $71.04 per acre. The average sales value over the three and a 
half year period, January 1927 to July 1930, on a little more than 11,000 
acres included in 140 sales was $74.30. 
TAB I.E 21.- SALES VA LUES OF FARM REAL EsTATE IN PEMISCOT CouNTY, 1927-1930 
No. of Acreage Value Per Cent 
Year Sales Changing Hands Consideration Per Acre of 1930 
1927 48 3,258.67 $232,784 $71.43 100 
1928 29 2,705.12 229,332 84.78 119 
1929 51 3,956.72 278,695 70.42 99 
1930 12 1,121 .93 79,702 71.04 99 
Physical conditions in Pemiscot county are in some respects ideal 
for agricultural development and in other respects not. The soils are 
generally fertile though in certain localities so sandy as to be a bit thin 
and subject to drouth. Topography is level to gentlyundulating and 
commonly very favorable to tillage. Coupled with these excellent 
characteristics, however, is a fault to which a considerable acreage is 
subject, i. e., that of being flooded during periods of heavy rainfall. By 
no means all of the county is subject to such inundations but a large 
part of the western and northern parts of the county and occasional 
stretches oflow lying land in all parts are in more or less constant danger. 
Ditching has done much to rectify the situation but ditching is expensive 
and unless carefully and adequately done may cost more than it can be 
made to justify. Drainage taxes have been one of the factors depressing 
values of many Pemiscot county farms, though on the whole the drainage 
has probably more than paid for itself. 
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The farming of Pemiscot county is one of comparatively recent 
development. Unlike most other sections of Missouri the number of 
farms even during the period since 1920 has been rapidly on the increase.* 
Land in farms has been increasing also though not as rapidly as the 
number of farms. 
Farms are small averaging only 49.1 acres in size in 1925 but nearly 
all this 49.1 acres is crop land. In the whole county there were, according 
to the 1925 census, only 7,383 acres of land in pasture or about 2.5 acres 
per farm. 
The farming system leans heavily on cotton production. Of the 
total crop acreage for 1924 of 124,205 acres, about 67 per cent or 83,412 
acres were planted to cotton. An additional 29,615 acres was planted to 
corn and together these two crops accounted for 91 per cent of the crop 
acreage. Livestock, save work stock, is unimportant and crops are 
marketed directly. 
The small decline in values in Pemiscot county since 1927 seems at 
first glance anomalous. In the first place farms are small and the 
smaller farms have apparently had less opportunity to take advantage 
of methods of cost reduction than have the larger farms during the 
preceding decade. However, the size of the farm is significant only with 
relation to the average size under a similar type of farm organization. 
Pemiscot county farms are probably somewhat larger rather than 
smaller than the average cotton farm of the South. Furthermore, 
mechanization has apparently made only small progress in the county 
and farming is still largely handicraft. In 1925 the value of machinery 
and implements per farm was only '$207. This may be compared·with 
the '$887 employed on the average Atchison county farm. The difference 
in value ofimplements used per crop acre is not so great. In Pemiscot the 
per crop acre value of machinery and implements in 1925 was '$4.97 and in 
Atchison $6.72. 
The great volume of sheriff's and trustees' deeds (see page 27) 
particularly in 1929 might also have disposed one to look for declines in 
values greater than actually occurred according to sales value data. 
No county of the thirteen studied had so large a volume of these forced 
sales. However, while the volume was large in 1929 there was a great 
falling off in 1930 suggesting that 1929 may have been an abnormal year 
and not to be taken as representative. Forced sales, also, while scattered 
throughout the county are concentrated more largely in the western and 
*Part of this incirease is due merely to a movement of c.ertain tracts from one census classification \0 
another. The invasion of cotton into Pemiscot county is recent and many large farms were, between 1920 and 1930, clhanged from general farming to cotton production and were broken up into c ropper tractS The holding of each cropper is counted a farm and a single farm of 1920 might have been counted a dozen farms in 1930. 
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northern parts upon the poorer Sharkey clay soils than were the warranty 
deed sales. 
In fact the situation in the county as far as real estate value move-
ments are concerned is apparently a mixed one. Values are being main-
tained well on the better Sarpy soils and probably on the higher and 
better drained stretches of the Sharkey. On the wetter portions of the 
Sharkey in the western and northern parts of the county on the other 
hand, values may be coming down rapidly. In fact the tabulation of 
sales of pure Sharkey clay (see page 81) gives some indication of just 
such a situation. 
The relatively small decline of values on the better lands of the 
county finds some factual support. A demand for land that has main-
tained itself much better than in many Missouri copnties is undoubtedly 
a factor. The number of farms has increased since 1920 despite the 
agricultural depression and there were 3,012 more farms in Pemiscot 
in 1930 than there were a decade earlier.* 
The upbuilding of the community that is incident to the increasing 
numbers of farmers may also be regarded as having been a factor in lend-
ing stability to land values. During the past decade Pemiscot farms 
have probably been in a stage of increasing returns with greater numbers 
to share the tax burdens and to supply products to cotton gins and so on. 
The fertility of Pemiscot county land and the fact that nearly all of 
it may be used for crops has been a further factor. As has been pointed 
out in preceding sections it is the value of pasture land th~t has been 
most discounted since 1920. Crop land values have held up relatively 
well and Pemiscot county farmers with their small pasture acreages find 
themselves in a favored position. 
Movements by Soil Types.-Some corroboration of the movements 
of values of farm real estate as indicated by county averages can be 
secured by noting what was true for sales of farms of a single soil type. 
In only a few cases was it possible to secure an even moderately ade-
quate sample of sales and acreages for the farms with a single soil type. 
However, in Table 22 are given the figures for Marshall silt loam, 
Baxter silt loam, Shelby loam and the alluvial soils of northern Missouri, 
i.e., Wabash, 'Sarpy,_ Genessee and Waverly. Sales for other soil types 
constituted too inadequate a sample to permit their use for judging 
movements of values. 
The acreages and numbers of sales are, for each of the four soils 
tabulated, so small that the results are erratic and only partially re-
liable. Nevertheless, it is significant that for the better of the two soils, 
the Marshall silt loam and the alluvial, values showed no recession and 
indeed an apparent increase for 1930 over 1927. For a soil of intermediate 
*However, see footnote on page 56. 
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quality in Missouri, the Shelby loam, the movements are erratic though 
the 1930 values are much below the 1927. For the Baxter silt loam of 
southwestern Missouri the decline from 1927 to 1930 is so considerable 
that the trend is undeniable. The Baxter is a distinctly less productive 
soil than any of the others for which the values were tabula ted in the 
table below. 
TABLE 22.-MovEMENTs OF FARM REAL· EsTATE VALUEs; oN FARM SALES Cr..AssiFIED oN THE BAsis oF SoiL 
TYPE, 1927-1930 
Year No. of Sales Acreage Average Valu e per Acrt: 
Marshall Silt Loam* 
1927 26 3068 )1135. 25 
1928 15 1759 149. 37 
1929 15 1867 123 .97 
1930 12 1142 !55. 85 
B a.">:ttr Silt Loa.m** 
1927 29 1074 $37.59 
1928 50 1976 36.90 
1929 33 1120 32.95 
1930 16 786 24.53 
Size/by Loam*** 
1927 16 1433 $54.55 
1928 16 1418 57 .69 
1929 16 659 61.75 
1930 12 527 47.98 
Alluvial**** Wabash-Sarpy-G ennsee and Wavtrly (All Textures) 
1927 11 
1928 13 
1929 10 
1930 8 
*Farm sales in Atchison count y. 
**Farm sales in Newton and Polk counties 
***Farm sales in Sullivan and H arrison counties. 
1125 
1305 
558 
550 
****Farm sales in Sullivan, Harrison and Atchison counties. 
$90.20 
112.19 
112.24 
93.23 
Values Upon the Basis of Soil Types 
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With the preceding discussion of movements in mind we may 
proceed to the analysis of farm real estate values where direct considera-
tion is taken of soil types. As has been stated before, soil is only one of the 
characteristics of farm land although a major one. Values vary not only 
because of soil changes but because of variations in topography and the 
percentage of land that must be kept in pasture and other physical 
characteristics. Factors of an economic nature such as size of adjacent 
town, distance from the town and the kind of road connecting farm and 
town, and the values of improvements per acre and so on also have their 
effects. 
It was hoped through questionnaires to be able to elicit enough 
information to gauge the effect of all these variables on land values 
but replies to the questionnaires sent out were too few and too incomplete 
to enable this to be done. Nevertheless it seems worth while to report 
the average and the range of values for each soil type. Inasmuch as 
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topography is highly correlated with soils two of the major factors 
producing variations in farm real estate values are largely accounted 
for. Values are reported for the various soil types as they occur in the 
Type of Farming areas and counties in which sales data were secured. A 
minimum of comment on the salient features of the tables is included, 
the reader being left to draw from the tables such information as appears 
most pertinent to him. 
The usefulness of the data both scientifically and practically are 
recognized as limited. In a period as dynamic as the present land or real 
estate values are changing so rapidly that last year's prices, to say 
nothing of those for previous years, are no longer representative. In a 
period of more stable prices, however, similar data will be much more 
useful. 
More exact information on the part of farmers and dealers in land 
regarding the quality of their land, independent of its temporary value, 
will be a factor in stimulating greater price stability. Land values should, 
in other words, be thought of not as attaching merely to land but to land 
of a particular quality. The best measure of quality, independent of 
value, is soil type and the data in succeeding pages are presented to 
stimulate interest in soils as a basic criterion of the quality of land. 
In succeeding years it is hoped that more adequate data will permit tak-
ing into more detailed consideration other factors affecting the quality 
of land. Only a beginning, taking into specific account soils only, was 
possible in the present study. 
Because of the limited amount of data only those relating to the 
major soil types within the counties are presented. While the averages 
for all four years are given in each case they should not be taken as 
representative of the present value of the particular soil to which they 
apply. These averages are presented rather to facilitate such limited 
conclusions as can be observed regarding the differences between the 
values of the different soils and combinations of soils. 
The data are interpreted best with the aid of a soils map of the 
particular county to which they apply. In fact many of the meanings 
intended will be obscure unless they are studied with at least a fair 
knowledge of the soils types concerned. Soils maps and bulletins for par-
ticular counties can be secured by writing to the Missouri Agricultur-
al Experiment Station. 
Northern Meat Production Area. Marshall-Wabash (Atchison 
County) .-The major soil type in Atchison county is the Marshall silt 
loam. Fortunately for the present study there are large continuous 
blocks of this excellent soil and it is possible to report values for large 
number of sales of Marshall soil alone. Thus between 1927 and early 
1930 there were 68 sales involving 7,834.91 acres at an average value 
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of $138.74 an acre. Inasmuch as values apparently changed very little 
in Atchison county during the period the use of an average for the four 
years as representative of values throughout the period is permissible. 
Prices per acre paid for the.11e farms with a Marshall soil were by no 
means uniform. They varied from $50 to $200. There are, in fact, 
enough sales of this single soil type to make worth while the construction 
of a frequency distribution. The distribution shows (Figure 13) two 
modes, one for the $100 to $109 per acre class and another for the $150 
to $159 class. There is also some piling up on the $120 to $129 class. 
Number 
o"f Sales 
Value 
per .Acre 
Fig. 13.-Frequenc y Distribution of Sales Prices of Farm La nds wit h Marshall Soil, Atchison County 
A tendency to value these Marshall silt loam farms at $100 or $150 
with the average value for all sales falling somewhat closer to $150 
than to $100 is apparent. The three tracts which sold for $200 an acre 
are small (80 acres or less) and undoubtedly highly improved. Farms 
selling below $100 an acre on the other hand are probably unimproved 
or only slightly improved tracts at some distance from town and with 
a more than usually rolling topography. For sales as low as $60 and $50 
an acre it is altogether likely that certain special considerations entered 
in that were not stated in the deed and did not subsequently come to 
light. It is notable that for the six sales at less than $80 an acre the assessed 
valuation was greater than the sales price in every instance save one. 
The inclusion of a certain amount of Wabash river bottom soils 
with the Marshall upland apparently has little effect on value. Since 
the Wabash is also a soil of high fertility and excellent productiveness 
this is not surprising. In connection with Marshall upland it is apparent-
ly as highly prized as the Marshall itself. 
When the entire tract is Wabash, however, there seems to be some 
tendency to reduce the price as compared to Marshall silt loam and six 
sales of pure Wabash averaged only $98.52 an acre for nearly 500 acres 
as compared to $138.74 for the Marshall. Tracts of pure Wabash may 
well be subject to overflow and such being the case could not be counted 
upon to produce as certainly from year to year as the upland. 
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The Sfl.rpy soils are also river bottom soils found only along the 
Missouri bottom in Atchison county. They represent the higher lying 
soils of the valley and are less subject to periodic inundation than the 
Wabash which lies adjacent to the Sarpy soils but below them. The 
two soils are of about equal fertility but the Sarpy apparently the more 
desirable because less subject to overflow. As a consequence the Sarpy-
Wabash combination averages somewhat higher in value than the 
Wabash alone though the small sample of sales of pure Wabash again 
casts a shadow on the conclusion. 
TABLE 23.-ATcmsoN CouNTY LAND VALUES BY SoiL TYPES, 1927-1930 
Year No. Sales Acreage Value Per Ac.re Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
MarJhall Silt Loam* Marshall 
1927 26 3,067. 85 $135.28 100% 
1928 15 1,759 .00 149.37 100 
1929 15 1,966.54 123.94 100 
1930 12 1,141. 52 155 .84 100 
Totals 68 7,834. 91 138.74 100 
MarJitall Silt Loam, WabaJh (All Ttxturu) MarJhall WabaJh 
1927 7 1,000.00 $145.24 65% 35% 
·1928 II 1,343 . 20 120.98 74 26 
1929 9 1,355. 60 13 8.08 84 16 
1930 2 720 .00 146 .67 91 9 
Totals 29 4,418 . 80 135.90 78 22 
MarJhall Silt Loam, S/ulby Loam, Waba1h (All Ttxturn) MarJhall Shelby WabaJ!t 
1927 7 1,330.50 $129.63 65% 11% 24% 
1928 5 741.48 134 . 51 61 18 21 
1929 5 1,237.00 97.33 65 13 22 
1930 4 546.30 108.04 54 28 18 
Totals 21 3,891. 28 119.14 63 15 22 
Sarpy and Waba1h (All Ttxturn) Sarpy Waba1h 
1927 5 557.29 $153.33 98% 2% 
1928 7 960.80 129 . 74 73 27 
1929 4 285.00 126 .67 91 9 
1930 5 429.84 99.59 93 7 
Totals 21 2,232 . 93 129.43 85 15 
WabaJh (All Ttxt1trn) Waba1h 
1927 275.10 $87.78 100% 
1928 I 40.00 112 .50 100 
1929 3 164.20 111.04 100 
Totals 6 479 . 30 98 . 52 100 
*A certain amount of Knox Silt Loam is included in the Marshall. 
The Shelby loam of eastern Atchison county is definitely a less fer-
tile and less desirable soil than the Marshall silt loam with which 
it is associated. Not unlike the Marshall, it occurs on steeper slopes 
and has a shallower topsoil. There were no instances of a combination of 
Marshall-Shelby alone hut there were a number of' sales of these two and 
the Wabash. Average values for this three soil combination are lower 
than for Marshall alone as can be discerned from the table above. They 
are lower not only because of the Shelby soil itself but because of the 
Marshall adjacent to the Shelby is a poorer type of soil than the Marshall 
occurring in the western part of the county. 
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Grundy-Shelby (Harrison County).-Shelby loam occupies approxi-
mately 50 per cent of the total area of Harrison county and is the domi-
nant soil type. Grundy silt loam comes second with 25.6 per cent of the 
area and no other type has as much as 10 per cent. 
However, the soil pattern of the county is complex and soils highly 
intermingled. As a consequenc~ there were relatively few sales of pure 
soil types. From the few sales of pure Shelby loam, however, it appears 
that average sales values for farms of this soil type, as in Table 24, were 
not far above $50 an acre during the period 1927 to early 1930. The 
general level of values in Harrison was declining during the period and 
makes dubious any attempt to construct a frequency distribution of 
sales values based on the sales for all four years. The sample for any one 
year is too small to yield reliable results. The range for the Shelby soils 
was from $35.00 per acre on a 20 acre tract sold in 1928 to $116.67 for a 
60 acre tract sold _!:he same year. 
While the Wabash soils of the river and creek bottoms are superior 
in fertility to the Shelby they are low lying and, in Harrison county, 
occur chiefly in rather narrow strips. Furthermore the Shelby adjacent to 
the 'Vabash, which means adjacent to the str:eams, occupies more than · 
ordinarily steep slopes and is for that reason less desirable than that 
somewhat further back from the streams. The tracts of land with 
the combination of Shelby-Wabash soils, hence, apparently sell for only a 
moderate amount more than the pure Shelby and the average of 56 
sales (somewhat heavily weighted for the year 1930) was only about $6 
higher per acre than the average for the 21 sales of Shelby. The range in 
prices for the Shelby-Wabash group of sales ran from $20 an acre for a 
60 acre piece with only 5 acres of Wabash, and supposedly 55 acres of 
hilly Shelby, to $122.70 an acre for a 32.6 acre piece in which 20 acres 
was Wabash and only 12.6 was Sh,elby. B~th transactions were in 1930. 
The Grundy-Shelby combination is distinctly more valuable than 
the Shelby alone and 40 sales averaged $81.73 per acre as compared 
to $56.84 for the Shelby. The Grundy is the plateau soil of the county 
and has a topography distinctly superior to the Shelby and the Shelby 
adjacent to the Grundy tends to be superior to the general run and not 
far below the Grundy itself in quality. The nine sales of Grundy silt 
loam averaged only $81.74 per acre as compared to the $81.73 for the 
Grundy-Shelby combination. The range of prices for this latter combi-
nation ran from $37.50 to $175.25 an acre. 
An important triple combination in the county is the Grundy-
Shelby-Wabash, the average sales values of which were higher than for any 
other soil or combination of soils. The range of prices paid was from 
$37.50 per acre for one sale of 80 acres in 1928 to $140.00 an acre for a 120 
acre piece sold in 1929. There is some reason to suspect the authenticity 
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of the $37.50 sale since the sale value is quite a bit less than assessed 
value though such occurrences are not unique. 
Ten sales of Wabash soils averaged only $57.83 an acre with a 
range from $50 to $80. The sales are, however, so small that they suggest 
TABLE 24.-HARRISON CouNTY F ARM LAND VALUES BY SoiL TYPES 
Year No. Sales Acreage Value Per Acre 
Shelby (Loam) 
1927 7 261.00 $55.56 
1928 9 613.00 53.26 
1929 3 121.00 59.98 
1930 2 124.94 74.04 
21 1,119 .94 56.84 
Shelby (Loam) Wabash* (All Texwres) 
1927 15 997 .30 $62.02 
1928 19 1,123.50 72.63 
1929 6 410.50 50.94 
1930 16 1,037.60 57.60 
56 • 3,558.90 62.98 
Shelby (Loam) Grundy (Silt Loam) 
1927 9 809.00 $83.25 
1928 9 540.00 79.02 
1929 12 1,029.75 97.36 
1930 10 787.16 60.79 
40 3,165.91 81.73 
Shelby (Loam) Grundy (Site Loam) Wabash* (All Textures) 
1927 14 1,492.50 $97.88 
1928 13 1,187.36 65.65 
1929 14 1,685 .54 89.61 
1930 4 478.50 68.96 
45 4,843.90 84.24 
Wabash* (All Textures) 
1927 3 207.50 $50.00 
1928 2 113.86 70.00 
1929 3 109.00 76 . 33 
1930 2 108.50 65.44 
1928 
1929 
1930 
10 538.86 57.83 
3 
4 
2 
9 
Grundy (Silt Loam) 
200 .00 )182.50 
259.00 89.03 
80.00 56.25 
539 .00 81.74 
Shelby 
100% 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Shelby 
66% 
59 
71 
65 
64 
Shelby 
70% 
60 
64 
53 
62 
Shelby 
48% 
65 
54 
55 
55 
Wabasl• 
100% 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Grundy 
100% 
100 
100 
100 
Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Wabash 
34% 
41 
29 
35 
36 
Grundy 
30% 
40 
36 
47 
38 
Grundy 
33% 
18 
36 
32 
30 
Wabash 
19% 
17 
10 
13 
15 
*Includes also Genessce fine sandy loam. The Wabash soils in Harrison county occur in these texture classes; the 
silt loam, silty clay loam, and clay. 
sales of unimproved bottom to increase the size of adjacent farms. 
Lack of improvements and isolation may be the explanations of the low 
average value for these fertile soils. 
Shelby-Lindley (Sullivan County) .-As in Harrison county the 
dominant soil in Sullivan county is the Shelby loam. A somewhat more 
adequate sample of sales of pure Shelby is available for Sullivan county, 
however. The average per acre value in the two counties over the four-
year period is closely alike, the 21 sales in Harrison averaging $56.84 
an acre while the 59 sales in Sullivan· averaged $55.98 an acre; a difference 
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of less than a dollar an acre. Two of the sales of Shelby in Sullivan were 
made for less than $20 an acre, one in 1927 and the other in 1928. The 
top price was $87.50 an acre for a 20-acre tract in 1928. 
The Shelby-Wabash combination sold at slightly higher average 
prices than the straight Shelby and averaged for the period $57.56 
an acre. The range in prices paid ran from $15 an acre for a 40 acre 
tract changing hands in 1928 to $100 an acre paid for an 80 acre tract in 
1927 and the same price paid for a 40 acre tract in 1928. 
The Shelby-Putnam combination commands a higher price than the 
Shelby-Wabash. The Putnam in Sullivan county is of a better quality 
than that found further south and east, and is in many respects more 
TABLE 25.-SuLLIVAN CouNTY FARM LAND VAr.uEs ny SorL TYPES 
Year No. Sales Acreage Value Per Acre Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Shelby (Loam) S/ulby 
1927 19 1,172 . 18 l555 . 18 10,0% 
1928 17 804.67 61.07 100 
1929 13 537.70 62.15 100 
1930 10 402.46 39.89 100 
59 2,917.01 55.98 100 
Shelby (Loam) Wabash* (All Textures) Shelby Wabash 
1927 19 1,772 .40 $93.20 75% 25% 
1928 17 1,955. 00 62.32 78 22 
1929 23 2,174.10 55.18 79 21 
1930 10 840 .40 44 .03 67 23 
69 6,741. 90 57 .56 76 24 
Shelby (Loam) Ptttnam (Silt Loam) Shdby Putnam 
1927 12 802.70 $66.32 73% 27% 
1928 7 435.00 69.56 75 25 
1929 12 1,068. 33 67.54 65 35 
1930 3 258 . 33 60 . 39 58 42 
34 2,564 .3 6 66.78 68 32 
Shelby (Loam) Putnam (Silt Loam) Wabash* (!Ill Textures) Shelb>• P utnam. Wabaslt 
1927 12 1,257.00 )170. 29 62% 25% 13% 
1928 10 1,181.50 55.58 56 24 20 
1929 11 1,272 .50 80.08 60 29 11 
1930 5 376.40 66.47 32 26 42 
38 4,087.40 70.00 57 26 17 
Putnam (.~ilt Loam) Putnam 
1928 2 20 .00 $90 . 00 100% 
1929 4 56.12 156.81 100 
1930 1 7 .00 46.43 100 
7 93.12 114.18 100 
Lindley (Loam) Lindley 
1927 5 190.00 $33.82 100% 
1928 5 232.00 
- 52.59 100 
1929 2 95.50 41.36 100 
1930 1 20 . 00 30.00 100 
13 527.50 43.93 100 
*Includes also all textures of Waverly and Genessee. 
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nearly a Grundy than a Putnam soil and is so denominated on the 
generalized soils map of the state though not on the county soils map. 
The Putnam occurs in rather narrow bands on the summits of the drain-
age divides. The Shelby adjacent to the Putnam approaches this latter 
in quality and is superior to the common run of that soil in the county. 
Both these facts are apparently given recognition in the average price 
of $66.78 an acre paid for the Putnam-Shelby combination as compared 
to the $55.98 paid for pure Shelby. 
Prices paid for the Shelby-Putnam combination ranged from $37.50 
an acre for a 120 acre tract, sold in 1929, to $120 an acre paid for another 
tract the same year. Several tracts sold for $100 an acre or more. 
Tracts of pure Putnam were too few in number to permit much of 
any conclusions to be drawn as to average values. The average value 
for the seven sales, however, was $114.18 an acre or well above the aver-
age of any other single soil or combination. 
The Shelby-Putnam-Wabash combination was apparently held 
superior to either Shelby or the Shelby-Wabash or Shelby-Putnam 
combinations. Average values for 38 sales of this three soil combination 
was $70.00 and the range from $30.40 to $150 an acre. 
The Lindley loam is distinctly inferior to the Shelby loam and the 
average sales values per acre on 13 sales of pure Lindley was only $43.93 
or $12 less per acre than for the Shelby. Lindley prices ranged from 
$29.09 on an 82.5 acre piece to $83.33 on a 60 acre piece both changing 
hands in 1928. The mapping in Sullivan county was done bef6re Lindley 
was clearly distinguished from the Shelby and very likely much inferior 
Shelby is included in the Lindley as mapped at that time. Hence, the 
high price of $83.33, probably represents land of a more nearly Shelby 
character than true Lindley loam. 
Putnam-Lindley (Ralls and Callaway Counties).-Sales data from 
Ralls county are so fragmentary that only the most sketchy conclusions 
can be drawn from them. 
The dominant soil, occupying more than one-third of the entire 
area of the county, is the Putnam silt loam. Only ten sales of pure 
Putnam were secured, however, and none of these were for the year 
1930. The average per acre price paid in these 10 transactions was 
$48.53 and the range of price from $25.00 to $90.00 an acre. 
Seven sales of the combination of Putnam and Lindley averaged 
much higher than the pure Putnam. The Lindley cannot be counted the 
better soil and the discrepancy must be explained on the basis of other 
considerations. Two sales of pure Lindley averaged only $14.50 per acre. 
In contrast 4 sales of Putnam-Shelby averaged less per acre than 
did the pure Putnam though the Shelby is normally a somewhat better 
soil. In Ralls county, however, the Shelby approaches the Lindley in 
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TABLE 26.-RALLS CouNTY FARM LAND VALUES BY SoiL.TYPES 
Year No. Sales Acreage Value Per Acre Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Putnam (Silt Loam) Putnam 
1927 4 235.00 $57.02 100 
1928 4 255.34 40 . 01 100 
1929 2 120.00 50.00 100 
10 610.34 48.53 100 
Putnam (Silt Loam) Lindley (Loam) P1ttnam Lindley 
1927 4 481.00 $71.73 79 21 
1928 1 120.00 56.67 9tJ 10 
1929 2 114.48 54.59 69 31 
7 715.48 66.46 79 21 
Putnam (Silt Loam) Lindley (Loam) Cenasa (All Textures) Putnam Lindley C(n!Jsu 
1928 1 50.00 $50.00 80 16 4 
1929 2 380.00 52.63 66 27 7 
430 . 00 52.33 67 26 7 
Putnam (Silt Loam) Shelby (Loam) P1ttnam Shelby 
1927 2 257.50 $66.02 84 16 
1929 1 171.00 23.39 64 36 
1930 1 192.50 23.38 94 6 
4 621.00 41.06 81 19 
Lindley (Loam) Lindley 
1929 1 40.00 $11.88 100 
1930 1 10.00 25.00 100 
2 50 . 00 14.50 100 
character and, with more adequate data, may well be found to sell for 
less than the Putnam. 
For the remaining soil types and combinations the number of sales 
are too few to be worthy of comment or inclusion in Table 26. 
Data for Callaway county are more adequate and over the four-year 
period there were 18 sales of Putnam silt loam. The average per acre 
sales value for these was $61.61 per acre, a distinctly higher figure than 
that derived from the Ralls county data. A sample of 18 sales is too small 
to be more than indicative and the results must be regarded as suggestive 
rather than conclusive. Prices paid for the pure Putnam ran from $29.43 
an acre for a 119-acre tract changing hands in 1927 to $125.00 an acre 
paid for an 80-acre tract in the same year. The assessed valuation 
was considerably above sale price for the $29.43 an acre sale and its 
authenticity may be somewhat in doubt. The second lowest per acre 
sales price was $40 paid for a 50 acre piece sold in 1928. 
The Putnam-Lindley combination sells in Callaway county at a 
great discount in comparison to the pure Putnam. The average per acre 
price for 24 sales involving 2,578.40 acres was $38.49. Lindley adjacent 
to Putnam is likely to be somewhat above average for that soil and the 
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TABLE 27.-CALLAWAY CouNTY FARM LAND VALUES BY SorL TYPES 
Year No. Sales Acreage Value Per Acre Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Putnam* (Silt Loam) Putnam 
1927 5 596.60 $52.81 100% 
1928 5 328 . 04 60 . 7+ 100 
1929 7 591.42 64 . 13 100 
1930 1 154.00 97.40 100 
18 1,670.06 61.61 100 
Putnam* (Silt Loam) Lindl•y** (Loam) Putna1n Lind[,y 
1927 2 120.00 $16.67 61 39 
1928 5 679.00 42 . 34 67 33 
1929 13 1,343.27 42.02 69 31 
1930 4 436 . 13 27.60 77 23 
24 2,578.40 38.49 69 31 
Putnam* (Silt Loam) Lindlty** (Loam) G•nnsa (All Ttxturu) Putnam Lindlty Gtnessu 
1927 2 120.00 $37.50 64 17 19 
1928 1 80.00 30.00 40 51 9 
1929 6 530.00 33 . 87 49 38 23 
1930 1 320.00 37.50 88 8 4 
10 1,050.00 35.10 62 26 12 
Lindlty** (Loam) Lindlty 
1927 1 40.00 $30.00 100 
1928 1 20.00 42.50 100 
1929 5 293 . 00 28.41 100 
1930 1 94.00 21.28 100 
447.00 27.68 100 
Lindlty** (Loam) Marion (Silt Loam) Lindlty Marion 
1927 2 159.00 $35 . 85 75 25 
1928 3 167 . 36 27.01 60 40 
1929 2 80.00 14.03 64 36 
1930 4 198.56 22.16 49 51 
11 704 . 92 22.33 52 48 
Union (Silt Loam) Baxt<r (Stony Loam) Union Baxter 
1927 4 440.00 $25.45 81 19 
1928 2 142.62 12.62 73 27 
1929 3 214.00 12.85 64 36 
1930 1 160.00 15.00 95 5 
10 956.62 18.97 78 22 
*Includes also the rolling phase of Putnam. 
**Includes also the Lindley Silt Loam. 
pure Lindley sales averaged only $27.68. The range for the Putnam-
Lindley combination was from $13.00 to $109.95 an acre. The range for 
pieces of pure Lindley was from $13.33 to $75.00 an acre. 
The average sales values for the three soil, Putnam-Lindley-
Genessee combination is below that.for the Putnam-Lindley combination 
despite the fact that the Genessee, an alluvial soil, is one of the best 
agricultural soils of the county. Lindley adjacent the Genessee tends 
to be very steep and is valueless save for pasture of which there is com-
monly a great abundance. Furthermore the stream bottoms of Callaway 
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county, save only those of the Missouri River, are narrow and badly 
cut up by the meanderings of the stream. The Genessee of these bottoms 
is, hence, less useful and valuable than it would be if it occurred in larger 
continuous stretches. 
The Marion is a ridge phase of Putnam and is distinctly inferior 
to the Putnam though perhaps superior to the general run of Lindley. 
The 11 sales of Marion-Lindley combination, however, sold for an aver-
age price somewhat below the pure Lindley. Pieces of pure Lindley 
that found purchasers are probably somewhat above the average quality 
for that soil. On the other hand, Lindley adjacent to Marion is likely 
to be of very poor quality. Hence, it is not surprising to find Lindley-
Marion selling for less than pure Lindley. The two sales of pure Marion 
sold for slightly more on the average than did pure Lindley. 
In the southern part of Callaway county the glacial Putnams 
and Lindleys give way to residual Unions and Baxters. There were 10 
sales of this latter combination selling for an average price of $18.97 
per acre. Both soil types occupy a distinctly hilly topography and the 
Baxter stony loam is usable only for pasture. A large part of the Union 
also, because of its steep slopes, cannot be used for crops. The resulting 
low price per acre is easily explicable upon these bases. 
Summit (Johnson County).-Two soils occupy a position of about 
equal status on an area basis in Johnson county. Together these two, the 
Summit silt loam and the Boone silt loam, both upland soils account for 
54.4 per cent of the land area. Taken individually the Summit silt loam 
with 27.5 per cent bulks a trifle larger in importance than the Boone silt 
loam with 26.9 per cent. Two other types, the Osage silt loam with 12.2 
per cent and the Bates silt loam with 11.1 per cent, are of secondary 
importance. Other minor types occupy from 6.6 per cent to less than 
one per cent of the total area. · 
The Summit soils, with a distinctly higher content of nitrogen and a 
smoother topography than the Boone, average somewhat higher in 
price. The 18 sales during the period averaged $88.22 per acre as com-
pared to $7 6.41 for the 28 sales of Boone. Occasional sales of the Summit, 
however, drop well below the average for the Boone. The range of prices 
paid for tracts of Summit silt loam varied from $30 an acre, on two tracts 
of 60 and 20 acres respectively sold in 1927, to $168.17 per acre paid for a 
95-acre piece sold in 1929. The range for the Boone silt loam ran from 
$20.00 ~nacre, paid fbr a 100-acre tract in 1929, to $130.00* an acre for a 
10-acre tract in 1929. Only two other pieces of Boone sold for as much as 
$100 an acre, however. 
*One tract of Boone silt .loam of 20 acres on the outskirts of Warrensburg, a town of 5146, sold for 
$325 an acre in 1927. Such a prict is extreme, however, and doubtless represe·ntslargely a payment for 
1 ocation and improvements. 
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TABLE 28.-]0HNSON CouNTY F ARM LAND VALUES BY SoiL TYPES 
Year No. Sales AcTeage Value Per Acre Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Summit (Silt L oam) Summit 
1927 3 120.00 $32.50 100 % 
1928 10 705.96 93 .04 100 
1929 3 165 .14 121.11 100 
1930 2 60.00 52.50 100 
18 1,051.10 88 .22 100 
S ummit (Silt Loam) Bates (Silt Loam) Summit Batn 
1927 4 320.50 $73 .32 75% 25 gt; 
1928 12 1,298. 20 90 . 39 69 31 
1929 4 157.00 62 .90 49 51 
1930 30 .00 90 .00 83 17 
21 1,805. 70 84 .97 68 32 
Boone (Silt Loam) Boone 
1927 12 445.50 $75 .65 100 
1928 8 468.00 5·:1.49 100 
1929 6 270 .00 122 .91 100 
1930 64.15 45.21 100 
28 1247.65 76.41 100 
Boo11e ( Silt Loam) Osage (All Textures) Boone Osag< 
1927 17 946.00 $65 . 86 69 31 
1928 13 1,011.80 52 .48 58 42 
1929 12 1,071.88 45.66 35 65 
1930 5 624.86 58 .52 64 36 
47 3,654 .54 56 . 99 55 45 
Boo11c (Silt Loam) Summit (Silt L oam) Boone Sum mit 
1927 15 1,185.50 $74.82 35 65 
1928 9 980.00 66.84 24 76 
1929 9 705 .00 54.82 37 63 
1930 4 3 24.50 36 . 83 52 48 
37 3,195 .00 64. 09 34 66 
Bates (Silt Loam) Batn 
1927 51.00 $176.47 100 
1928 146.50 98 .98 100 
197.50 118.99 100 
Pmis (Silt L oam) P<ttis 
1927 7±.00 $40 .54 100 
1928 63.00 63 .49 100 
1929 160.00 117 .50 100 
1930 46 .00 43 .48 l OU 
5 343.00 81. 05 100 
The average price paid for the Boone-Summit combination is lower 
than that paid for either soil alone. The Boone adjacent to the Summit 
is superior to the common run of Boone though the Summit adjacent to 
Boone is poorer than the average Summit. The average price of the 
combination should have fallen somewhere between the price of the 
single soil types. An inspection of the soils map of the county however, 
reveals the fact that the Summit-Boone combination is found chiefly 
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in the northwestern part of the county at some distance from a town of 
any size and at equally great distance from rail facilities. Undoubtedly 
the low average price may be explained chiefly upon this basis. Signifi-
cantly, one 160-acre tract of the Summit-Boone combination only 4 
miles from Warrensburg sold for $150 an acre in 1927. This is above the 
range attained by the pure Boone. Another 10-acre piece of the combina-
tion sold for $180 an acre in 1927. The low price was $35.00 an acre for 
two tracts of 40 and 17 acres respectively both sold in 1927. 
A combination of major importance is the Boone-Osage. Forty-
seven sales of this combination involving 3,654.54 acres averaged $56.99 
an acre. The Osage is a river bottom soil of good fertility but uncertain 
productivity because subject to overflow. Alone it apparently sells at 
a much lower price than the Boone. (See Table 28) Furthermore, the 
Boone, always rolling, is likely to be even steep where adjacent to the 
Osage. The low combination price relative to the price paid for Boone 
alone is, hence, not anomalous. The range of prices paid varied from 
$20.00 an acre for a 141-acre piece sold in 1928 to $138.88 per acre for a 
45-acre piece sold in 1927. 
The sample of sales of Bates silt loam is insufficient to permit 
more than the sketchiest sort of conclusions. The soil is a good one 
according to the bulletin of the so.il survey and grades between the Boone 
silt loam and the Summit silt loam in productivity and value. The 
five sales of pure Bates silt loam, however, averaged $118.99 per acre 
or considerably above the Summit. All the sales were in 1927 and 1928, 
however, when land values were generally above the levels of 1929 and 
1930 and in so small a sample of sales a single sale each year of highly 
improved tracts near towns would have so large an effect on the average 
as to unduly distort it. 
That the Bates silt loam is not far from as valuable a soil as the 
Summit, however, can be deduced from the average sales value per 
acre of $84.97 realized on 21 sales involving nearly 2000 acres of the 
Summit-Bates combination. Nearly a third of the acreage of the com-
bination was Bates, yet the reductidn in average price per acre as com-
pared to the Summit was little more than $3 per acre. 
The sample of sales for the Pettis silt loam is no larger than for the 
Bates though scattered over the entire four years. This soil is superior to 
Boone b:ut inferior, on the whole, to Summit. The average price of$81.05 
an acre for 5 sales falls between the values of Boone and Summit but 
the fact that it does so must be counted largely an accident. 
As in the case of the Boone..;Summit combinations the Boone-Pettis 
combination is found only at relatively large distances from town and 
railroad and the average price per acre of this latter combination as in the 
former is below that of the Boone alone. 
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The Ozark Border Dairy and Wheat Area. Union-Hagerstown* 
(Franklin County).-Three soils, the Union silt loam, Clarksville stony 
loam, and Gerald silt loam, divide the major part of the area of Franklin 
county between them. The Union silt loam with 43.8 per cent of the 
area stands first, tpe Clarksville stony loam second with 17.2 per cent 
and the Gerald third with 13.8. Huntington silt loam, Robertsville 
silt loam and Knox silt loam comes next and others are of almost neg-
ligible importance. 
Onfy 22 sales of pure Union silt loam were secured and these aver-
aged $37.69 per acre on a total of 1,399. 72 acres. The Union is an upland 
soil of only fair quality though rather responsive to good soil manage-
ment. Its topography is always rolling and sometimes hilly. Fields are 
commonly small and irregular. The range in price was from $11.62 
an acre for an 86-acre tract sold in 1927 to $96.58 paid for a 31-acre 
tract sold in 1929. 
The Clarksville stony loam is an inferior ridge or slope soil usable 
chiefly for pasture. It occurs commonly adjacent to the Union and the 
combination of the two soils sells for a much lower price than the Union 
alone. Thus the 28 sales of Union-Clarksville averaged only $23.58 an 
acre despite the fact that 76 per cent of the acreage was Union which 
alone averaged $37.69 an acre. The Union adjacent to Clarksville tends 
not only to be steeper than average ~Union but the soil itself grades into 
the quality of its much inferior neighbor. A number of sales were made 
at less than $10 an acre and the low price of $4.65 an acre was for an SO-
acre piece changing hands in 1927. The high price was $68.00 an acre 
for a 100-acre piece in 1929. 
The Robertsville silt loam is a second bottom soil of alluvial origin 
but modified by ages of weathering since the time of its deposition. It 
is a soil of fair quality and like the Union responsive to good soil manage-
ment and its topography is definitely superior to that of the Union. While 
the tabulation ~f sales in the table above shows average values for the 
soil to be only a little above that fbr the Union, more adequate samples 
of both soils might well have indicated a larger difference in price. Top 
price was $78.49 for a 64-acre tract chiefly Robertsville silt loam sold 
in 1927. The low price was $20.00 an acre for a tract largely Union 
changing hands the same year. 
The Gerald silt loam is superior to the Union in topography which is 
commonly a gentle roll as compared to the sharp roll or even hilly char-
acter of the Union. In stmcture, however, the two soils vary widely. 
The sub-soil of the Gerald silt loam is a stiff impervious layer not unlike 
a hard pan giving the soil a poor water absorbing capacity and making it 
*The Hagerstown soils occur only in the southern end of the area and are not found in Franklin 
county. 
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TABLE 29.-FRANKLIN CouNTY FARM LAND VALUEs DY SoiL TYPES 
Year No. Sales Acreage Value Per Acre Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
9 
2 
9 
2 
Union (Silt Loam) 
530. 50 $32 .44 
199.36 29 . 59 
622.06 46.14 
47.80 16.73 
22 1,399.72 37.69 
Union (Silt Loam) Clari~Sville Stony Loam 
13 1,125.50 $18.47 
5 465.49 22.42 
8 729.44 28 .45 
2 200.00 37 .50 
28 2,520.43 23.58 
Union (Silt Loam) Robertsville (Silt Loam) 
2 213.70 $37.44 
3 248 . 00 3 7 . I 0 
2 149.00 40 . 32 
9 
2 
2 
7 
166.28 41.50 
776.98 38. 75 
r erald (Silt Loam 
221.UO $42. 99 
160 .00 18 .75 
52.00 28.85 
433.00 32 . 33 
rerald (Silt Loam) Clarksville Stor.y L oam 
3 324.50 )11 8 .47 
6 341 .00 22.42 
3 200 . 50 28. 45 
2 204.00 37.50 
1,069.00 22 . 00 
Unio n 
100 % 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Union 
71% 
80 
76 
89 
76 
Unio n 
60% 
83 
63 
50 
66 
Gerald 
100% 
100 
100 
100 
Gerald 
68 % 
75 
62 
85 
72 
Clarksville 
29% 
20 
24 
11 
24 
Robertsville 
40% 
17 
47 
50 
34 
Clari~Iville 
32% 
25 
38 
15 
38 
subject to both leaching and drouth. As a consequence the soil apparent-
ly sells at a discount as compared to the Union though only seven sales of 
pure Gerald were secured and the average, hence, dubiously representa-
tive. The range in price was from $12.50 an acre for two pieces of 80 
and 40 acres, sold in 1928 and 1929 respectively, to $83.33 an acre on a 
12-acre piece sold in 1929. A more representative top price, however, is 
that paid for a 150-acre tract in 1927 of $53.33 an acre. 
The Ozark Meat Production Area. Clarksville-Lebanon (Miller 
County).-Three-fourths of the land area in Miller county is occupied by 
the Clarksville stony and Clarksville silt loams. The remaining soils are 
relatively unimportant on an area basis, none of them occupying as 
large an area as 10 per cent of the county. 
Among the tracts sold the Clarksville stony and Clarksville silt 
loam combination was the most common. Over the four-year period 70 
pieces of this combination changed hands at an average value per acre 
of $18.22 for the entire acreage of more than 6,500 acres. Prices ranged 
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TAnJ.E 30.-MrLLER CouNTY FARM LAND VALUES BY SorL TYPES 
Year No. Sales Acreuge Value Per Acre Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
Clarksville (Silt Loam) Clarksville (Stony Loam) 
15 1.'102.00 ,1116 . 69 
18 1,820.00 20.36 
22 2,051. 81 16.07 
15 1,278.56 19.54 
70 6,552.37 18.22 
Clarksville (Stony Loam) Ilnntington (Silt Loam) 
1927 I 130.00 $2 1.5-! 
1928 2 123.00 22.76 
1929 4 595.00 27 .39 
1930 6 735 .60 19.22 
13 1,583 .60 22 .76 
Clarksvillt (Silt) Clarksoillt (St.) 
46% 54% 
49 51 
36 64 
45 55 
44 56 
Clarlm•ill< Huntington 
67% 33% 
57 43 
65 35 
73 27 
68 32 
CltzrkJoillt (Stony Loam) Clarksville (Silt Loam) Huntington* (Silt Loam) " 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
2 
6 
7 
4 
19 
280.00 
9·!1. 95 
989.00 
719.00 
2,929. 95 
*Includes also Huntington fine sandy loam. 
)114. 29 . 
15.63 
21.42 
2·1.52 
19.64 
Clarksoillf St. Clarksoillt S L. 
41% 45% 
59 26 
62 22 
49 32 
56 28 
Huntington 
14% 
15 
16 
19 
16 
all the way from $5.62 an acre to $78.73 on a tract of 58 acres nearly 
all Clarksville silt loam. Both sales were made in 1929. The few sales 
of pure Clarksville stony loam (not listed in the table) that were made 
averaged well under $10 an acre. 
The combination of stony Clarksville upland with the Huntington 
soils of the bottom lands brought an average price per acre somewhat 
higher than the combination of the two Clarksvilles. The Huntington 
is the best agricultural soil of the county and when sold alone commonly 
brings a very fair price. Two sales of pure Huntington, not included 
in table averaged $48.15 per acre. However, the Clarksville adjacent to 
the Huntington, which means that fronting the streams, is nearly always 
very steep and almost valueless except for its forest growth. Hence, the 
per acre price for the combination is rather low. The range in price paid 
was essentially the same as for the Clarksville Stony-Clarksville silt 
loam combination. 
It would appear that the triple combination of Clarksville stony, 
Clarksville silt loam and Huntington would be a more valuable one than 
that of only the stony upland and the Huntington. Values for the 19 
sales tabulated, however, averaged lower though above that for the two 
Clarksvilles. The percentage of Huntington in the three soils combi-
nation, however, is only half that of the preceding two (see Table 30) 
and the lower average value is doubtlessly to be explained upon this 
basis. 
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The Clarksville gravelly loam, Lebanon silt loam and the main body 
of the Eldon* soils are found in the northern part of the county in a 
territory of far more favorable topography than the remainder of 
the county. Hence, the combination of Clarksville gravelly loam and 
Lebanon silt loam may be expected to be somewhat more valuable than 
their near relatives the Clarksville stony and the Clarksville silt loam. 
Five sales of the above combination averaged $33.69 per acre. The 
value of this combination is somewhat heightened by the fact that 
thelargertownsaresituatedin, and the railroads of the county traverse 
the locality in which these soils are located while the bulk of the Clarks-
ville stony and silt loams are at considerable distances from rail shipping 
facilities. 
The "Eldon silt loam is the best upland agricultural soil in the 
county and combinations of this soil with the various textures of Clarks-
ville and with the Lebanon apparently sell for prices of from less than $15 
an acre to $60 an acre depending upon location, improvements and so 
forth. Data are too inadequate to warrant further statements regarding 
the value of the Eldon alone or in its various combinations. 
Huntington-Clarksville (Reynolds County).-The irregularity of the 
loc,ation survey made it impossible to determine th~ acreages of the soil 
types for the sales in Reynolds county and no analysis of sales values by 
soil types could be made. 
Western Com and Small Grain Area. Bates-Cizerokee (Barton 
County).-Upon the basis both of the area occupied and total produc-
tivity the Bates silt loam is by far the most important soil type in Barton 
county. Of the total land area 34.2 per cent is of this soil type and the 
Bates soils of all texturest comprise 56.0 per cent of the total area. 
The Cherokee silt loam with 16.7 per cent and the Gerald silt loam 
with 14.1 per cent of the total area are next in importance and others 
occupy a minor status. 
Average sales value for the 16 sales of pure Bates silt loam was 
$71.49 per acre. The range was from $35.00 an acre for a 40 acre piece 
sold in 1927 to $200 an acre for a 40 acre piece sold the same year . . A 
number ofthe sales were made at $100 an acre or more and few at less 
than $50 per acre. 
The combination of the Bates silt loam with any of the coarser 
textured members of the Bates series results in a drastic reduction 
in the average price per acre. Furthermore, none of the coarser textured 
members of the series, where examples of pure types were secured, sold 
for as high an average price as the silt loam. 
*Sales of tracts with these three soils either singly or in combination were so few that they were not 
nc!uded in the table. 
tincluding Bates very fine sandy loam, fine sandy loam and stony loam in addition to the silt loam 
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TABLE 31.-BARTON CouNTY FAR~r LAND VALUES BY SorL TYPES 
Year No. S>les Acreage V>lue Per Acre 
Batu (Silt Loam) 
1n1 6 180.00 $104.17 
1928 4 256 . 25 72 .00 
1929 160.00 59.38 
1930 4 220.00 52.95 
16 816.25 71.49 
B<>W'(Silt Loam) Bates (I' cry Fint Sandy Loam) 
1')27 - 18 1,322.00 $47.93 
1928 9 950.90 47.+1 
1929 4 460.00 43.70 
31 2,732.90 47.04 
Rata ( :111 Ttxtures) Osagt (All Te.<tures) 
1927 II 746.50 $47.9<) 
1928 9 647 . 29 56.23 
1929 7 465.00 40.42 
1930 4 501.00 25.70 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
31 
Batu (All 
4 
10 
21 
2,359. 79 39.79 
Tt.<luru) Gaald (Silt Loam) 
400 . 00 $47.00 
1,225. 50 48.71 
400 .00 35 .50 
417.00 44 . 34 
2,H2.50 45.52 
Hatu (All Te.\'lures) Chtroku (Silt Loam) 
1927 3 250 . 00 jl54.00 
1928 4 275.00 52.36 
1929 2 200.00 57.50 
1930 40.00 50 .00 
10 765.00 54.12 
Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Batt! 
100% 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Batu (S.L.) 
55% 
70 
77 
64 
Rate: I 
72 :r~ 
75 
H 
82 
71 
Ratts 
5296 
39 
H 
57 
47 
Batn 
15% 
31 
62 
70 
36 
Batu (V.F.S.L.) 
45% 
30 
23 
36 
Osagt 
28% 
25 
26 
32 
29 
Gaald 
48% 
61 
46 
43 
53 
Chtroku 
85% 
69 
38 
30 
64 
The Bates-Osage combination is one often encountered and the 
average price of $39.79 per acre for 31 sales involving 2,359.79 acres 
is relatively low in comparison to the prices paid for Bates Silt loam. 
The coarser members of the Bates series are often included in combina-
tion with the Osage, however, and a large part of the reduction in average 
price per acre must be attributed to this fact. There were very few in-
stances of combinations of a single texture of the Bates series with 
the Osage. This latter soil under ideal conditions is probably even more 
productive than the Bates silt loam. It is a river bottom soil, however, 
and subject to overflow which makes its productivity uncertain and 
lowers its value. One sale of the Bates-Osage combination was made at a 
price of$10.00 an acre. The tract was 100 acres in extent and the tex-
tures of the Bates upland were fine sandy loam and stony loam. On the 
other hand a tract of Bates silt loam and Osage of 45 acres in extent 
sold in 1927 for $100 an acre. 
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The two closely similar soils, the Cherokee and Gerald silt loam, 
have a very smooth topography but are characterized by compact, 
impervious, hardpan subsoils. They are distinctly less productive 
soils than the Bates silt loam despite this smooth topography and average 
lower in value. So few sales of either of these two soils alone were secured 
that little can be said about their values. Three sales of Gerald silt loam 
in 1927 averaged $59.50 an acre. 
Southwest Fruit and Dairy Area. B a.x:ter-Lebanon ( Newton County). 
-The Baxter gravelly loam is the dominant soil of Newton county 
and covers, according to the soil survey reports, 34.3 per cent of the 
area of the county. An additional5.3 per cent of the area is Baxter stony 
loam, a much interior soil. The Lebanon silt loam is of secondary im-
portance with 19.3 per cent of the area followed by Gerald silt loam with 
10.9 per cent. The two alluvial soils, the Huntington and the Dunning, 
between them out-rank the Gerald and occupy 15.5 per cent of the 
land area. Other types are of minor importance. 
A soil of only fair productivity, the 64 sales of Baxter gravelly loam 
averaged only $46.17 an acre. The tracts sold averaged slightly less than 
25 acres in extent and, it is to be supposed that improvements accounted 
for a large part of the purchase price. The range in prices is great. 
One 40 acre piece sold in 1928 for only $6.25 an acre. On the other hand 
four tracts sold for more than $200 an acre and one piece, doubtlessly 
highly improved orchard land, sold for $564.10 an acre. This was a 19.5 
acre piece sold in 1929. Commonly pieces sold for these high prices are 
small in acreage and the presumption is that they are all highly improved 
and most of them already set out to grapes, cane fruit, strawberries or 
orchard fruits and that a large part of the purchase price must be at-
tributed to such improvements. 
There were practically no sales of Baxter stony loam but a few 
of the Baxter gravelly loam-Baxter stony loam combination. This 
combination sold at a great discount as compared to the gravelly loam 
alone. The stony loam occurs on the slopes, hillsides and ridges. It is 
commonly valueless save for pasture and timber. The gravelly loam 
adjacent to it is likely to be of a far poorer grade than the common 
run of that soil. Furthermore, the combination soil tracts are likely 
to be less well improved than the pure gravelly loam. Hence, it is, not 
surprising that average prices per acre for the combination were less 
than half that for the gravelly loam alone. 
It is a curious fact that while Lebanon silt loam tracts apparently 
sold for a higher average price per acre than the Baxter gravelly loam 
the combination of the two soils (Baxter and Lebanon) sold for distinctly 
less per acre than the Baxter. Thus the average prices for the sales 
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TABLE 32.-Nt~wToN CouNTY FAR~t LAND VALUEs BY SoiL TYPES 
Year 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
No. Sales 
19 
25 
16 
4 
Acreage Vnlue Per Acre 
Baxter (G raotl/y Loam) 
465.00 $42.16 
688.47 52.46 
309.75 H. 97 
120.00 28.75 
64 1,583.22 $46 .17 
Ba.<l<r (Gravelly Loam) Lebanon (Silt Loam) 
1927 23 905.86 $41.40 
1928 17 758.9 1 43.30 
1929 18 846 .66 H.88 
1930 150.00 25 . 33 
63 2,661.43 38.09 
Basler ( All Texturn) Huntin gton (All Trxtures) 
1927 14 1,174 .81 )136.H 
1928 I+ 670.00 48.82 
1929 20 1,368.75 29 .62 
1930 7 510 .50 53.87 
55 3,724.06 38.52 
Baxter 
100% 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Ba:...tn 
53% 
63 
36 
52 
51 
Ba.-.ta 
77% 
70 
79 
67 
75 
Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Lebanon 
47% 
37 
64 
48 
49 
Huntington 
23% 
30 
21 
33 
25 
Baxt<r (All Tn :tures) H untington (All Tt>'t1trtS) Leba11on (Silt Loam) Baxtu Hu ntingto n Lebanon 
1927 9 .405 .51 $47.59 67% 15% 18% 
1928 12 778.90 42.33 58 12 20 
1929 10 486 .00 29 .62 5.1 15 32 
1930 320.00 53 .87 60 32 8 
34 1,990.41 H.77 59 17 24 
Baxter (Crm.odly Loam) Baxter (Stony Loam) 
1927 I 40.00 $+0.00 
1928 160 .00 15.00 
1919 66.60 33.00 
1930 10.00 25.00 
1927 
1928 
1929 
II 
276.60 
Lebanon (Silt 
72 .00 
135 .00 
160 .00 
367.00 
22.51 
Loam.) 
)1114.58 
56.48 
63 . I 3 
70.77 
J/axur S. !.. Raxter St. L. 
68% 32% 
58 42 
75 25 
50 51! 
63 37% 
l.tha11 on 
100% 
100 
100 
100 
tabulated were, Lebanon silt loam $70.77 per acre, Baxter gravelly 
loam $46.17 per acre and Baxter-Lebanon $38.09. There are two reasons 
for this apparent discrepancy. First, a small amount of Baxter stony 
loam is included with the Baxter gravelly loam in combination with 
the Lebanon. Secondly, the size of tract for the combination is much 
larger than the average for either the Lebanon or the Baxter gravelly 
loam. The average for the combination was 42.2 acres while that for the 
Baxter gravelly loam was 24.7 and for the Lebanon silt loam 33.6. 
Oth-::r things equal improvements have a greater effect on average price 
where tracts are small than where they are larger. It appears that while a 
large number of small tracts of Baxter gravelly loam are used for orchards 
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and fruit culture that the larger tracts of the combination of Lebanon and 
Baxter are used more for general farming purposes and are less im-
proved. Prices paid for the combination ranged from $6.25 an acre 
for an 80-acre tract sold in 1929 to $17 5.00 an acre for a 20-acre tract 
sold the same year. 
A further combination of importance is the Baxter-Huntington. 
This latter is the river bottom soil of the county and is perhaps its 
most productive soil. It occurs in Newton only as relatively narrow 
strips and practically no sales of pure Huntington were secured. The 
associated Baxter soils are commonly of the stony loam type and 
the average value per acre for the 55 sales during the period was only 
$38.52 an acre or below that for the Baxter gravelly loam. The tracts 
changing hands are much larger and doubtless improvements average 
less per acre. The tracts averaged more than 60 acres in size. Individual 
tracts -~old for as little as $9.93 an acre paid for a 161-acre piece practical-
ly all Baxter gravelly loam in 1929 and up to $221.60 an acre for a 40-
acre piece, largely Baxter gravelly loam, sold in 1928. A number of 
tracts, doubtlessly highly improved, sold for more than $100 an acre. 
Ozark Plateau Dairy and Fruit Area. Baxter-Lebanon (Polk Coun-
ty).-The soil pattern of Polk county is complex, including 12 soil types, 
all save two of which occur in two or more textures. The Baxter soils 
occupy first place and together account for 38.7 per cent of the entire 
area. They occur in four textures of which the silt loam and the gravelly 
silt loam are the more important. The Eldon soils are next in point of 
area with 16.0 per cent of the total. They also occur in four textures of 
which the silt loam and gravelly silt loam are the most important. None 
of the other soils occupy as much as 10 per cent of the area. 
Because of the many soil·types and the many textures in which they 
occur it was impossible to secure an adequate sample of sales of pure 
soil types of a single texture. Rather in this county it has been necessary 
to lump the sales of a single soil type together regardless of the textures 
within the type. Fortunately in each case there is either one dominant 
texture or when two divide the field they are much alike. 
The 64 sales of Baxter averaged $28.56 an acre. One 22 acre tract 
of Baxter silt loam sold in 1928 for $72.72 an acre and one 80-acre 
tract of Baxter gravelly silt loam sold in 1929 for $70.00 an acre. The 
low price of$6.00 an acre was paid for a 10-acre tract in 1929. A number 
of tracts, however, sold for less than $10 an acre. 
The average per acre price paid for the Baxter-Hannibal combina-
tion was a little higher than that paid for the pure Baxter. Nevertheless 
Hannibal soils cannot be counted superior to the Baxter but they are, 
according to the report of the soil survey , nearly all in farms and are 
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TABLE 33.-PoLK CouNTY LAND VALUES BY SotL TYPES 1927-1930 
Year No. Sales Acreage Value Per Acre Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Ba.<ttr (All Ttxturn) Baxter 
1927 10 608.50 $34.10 100% 
1928 25 1,287. 50 28.58 100 
1929 17 810.00 28. 3-t 100 
1930 12 665.59 23.76 100 
64 3,371. 59 28.56 100 
Baxta (All Textur&J) Hannibal (All Ttxtu'fts) Baxter Hannibal 
1927 6 280.00 $31.07 70% 30% 
1928 6 292.00 30.88 71 39 
1929 9 605.00 36.63 65 35 
1930 I 80.00 22.50 69 31 
22 1,257 .00 33.16 68 32 
Easter (,1ll Texturts) Eldott (All Ttxturn) Baxter Mdon 
1927 4 235. 2+ $35.28 83% 17% 
1928 5 293.34 45.68 so 50 
1929 4 213.00 39.43 64 36 
1930 2 120.00 32 . 50 58 42 
15 861.58 39.46 6-! 36 
Ba.<ttr (All Ttxtuas) Bolivar (All Tl.<t1lrtS) Baxter Bolivar 
1927 2 260.00 $52.03 85% 15% 
1928 240.00 29 .91 16 84 
1929 7 353.75 17.66 48 51 
1930 I 40.00 30 .00 35 65 
13 893.75 31.51 50 50 
Hannibal (All Ttxlurn) Ba.<ttr (All T!.<lurts) Osage (All Ttsturrs ) Jla11nibal Baxtu fJJage 
1927 4 398.16 $47.71 49% 37% 14% 
!928 4 H9.00 19 .22 33 47 20 
1929 6 479.00 26.21 40 45 15 
1930 190.00 35. 78 72 14 14 
17 1,516.16 31.19 44 39 17 
Jloli,ar (All Tn.:turts) Bolivar 
1927 2 56.00 $33.69 100% 
1928 8 288.46 53.66 100 
1929 4 135 .00 31.66 100 
1930 I 27.00 18 .5 1 100 
IS 506.46 43.H 100 
probably more highly improved than the general run of Baxter soils. 
The slightly higher price of the combination may best be attributed 
to somewhat better improvements. Prices averaged $33.16 an acre for 
the 22 sales. The range was from $7.50 an acre, for a 40-acre piece 
chiefly Baxter stony loam sold in 1928, to $93.67 an acre, for a 39.5-
acre piece about evenly divided between Baxter gravelly silt loam and 
Hannibaf silt loam changing hands in 1929. 
The. Eldon soils are the best upland agricultural soils of the county 
and are definitely superior as a group to the Baxter soils as a group. So 
few sales of pure Eldon were obtained that they were not included in the 
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table. Average values of the Baxter-Eldon combinations, however, are 
higher than for the pure Baxter though the small sample prevents draw-
ing conclusions as to just how much. The range of prices for this com-
bination were from $12.50 an acre for a 40-acre piece sold in 1928 to 
$62.50 an acre for a 40-acre tract sold in 1930. 
The Bolivar soils of Polk county are inferior to the Baxters but on 
the whole they are more highly improved and the average price per acre 
for the few sales of this combination was slightly higher than that for 
the Baxters alone. Prices ranged from $8.64 an acre for a 46-acre piece 
changing hands in 1928 to $66.66 an acre for a 12-acre piece changing 
hands in the same year. The pure Bolivar sold at a much higher 
price and the IS sales averaged $43.74 an acre. Three sales of the pure 
Bolivar, doubt~essly near towns a'nd highly improved, sold for $100 
an acre or more. However, a much larger number sold for less than $20 
an acre. 
Data on the sales of other soils or combinations are too few in num-
ber to be worthy of comment though some of them are included in the 
table. 
The Southeast Lowland Com and Cotton Area. M ississippi Al-
luuium (Pemiscot County).-The small number of bona fide sales of 
farm land that could be tabulated from the records in Pemiscot county 
makes precarious any attempt to analyze values by soil types. 
Fifteen sales of Sarpy loam made in the three years 1927, 1928 
and 1929 indicate an average value per acre of $87.13 on 573 acres. 
This soil is one of the higher lying soils of the county and is seldom 
threatened by flooding. The adequacy of the average of warranty deed 
transactions to indicate a general level of values in Pemiscot county 
is made dubious by the great number of sheriffs and trustees deeds 
indicating a great turn over because of tax delinquency and interest 
arrears. These foreclosures and tax sales are far more common on the 
lower lying and wetter lands than on the Sarpy loam, however. The usual 
price of the Sarpy loam is below $100 an acre though one tract of 20 
acres sold in 1929 for $240 an acre and two other tracts of 20 and 40 
acres sold in 1927 and 1928 respectively were priced at $150.00 an acre. 
The low price was $25.00 an acre for an 80-acre piece changing hands in 
1927. A trustee's deed for 160 acres in 1930 was made for a price of 
only $18.75 an acre. 
Eight sales of Sarpy silty clay loam averaged $84.02 an acre. 
This soil while equally fertile, is commonly more in need of drainage 
and somewhat more uncertain than the Sarpy loam. The low price 
was $70.00 an acre for a 480-acretract in 1930 and the high price $150.00 
an acre for two tracts, one of 40 and1another of 20 acres changing hands 
in 1927. 
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TABLE 34.-PEMISCOT CouNTY FA'RM LAND VALUES nY SoiL 'fYPES 
Year No. So les Aclfeage Value Per Acre Per Cent of Acreage Sold 
Sarpy (Loam) Sarpy 
1927 6 240 jl70.00 100% 
1928 3 140 101.79 100 
1929 6 193 97.80 100 
15 573 87. 13 100 
Sarpy (Loam) S!Jarkty (Clay) Sarp)• Sharkey 
1927 10 1,036.54 '/>72 .70 32% 68% 
1928 7 513.17 79.70 36 64 
1929 463. 33 73.41 31 69 
24 2,013. 04 7+.70 33 67 
Sharkt)' (<lay) Sharkey 
1927 840 .00 l\62 .00 100% 
1928 307.00 50.+9 100 
1929 16 1,038. 25 63.59 100 
1930 95.93 28.15 100 
30 2,281. 18 61.45 100 
Both Sarpy fine sandy loam and the combination of Sarpy sand 
and Sarpy loam are relatively high lying soils and their price much the 
same as f6r the Sarpy loam: 
The Sharkey clay is the low lying swamp soil of the county. While 
fertile it is so fine textured as to be hard to handle and it must be drained 
before it can be used. The great bulk of this soil is found in the western 
and particularly in the northwestern parts of the county. Its value is 
distinctly below that of the higher lying Sarpy soils to the east and 30 
sales averaged only $61.45 in price. If the great numbers of tax sales 
and foreclosures had be.en counted in with the voluntary sales the average 
price would have been much lower. However, one 80 acre tract sold in 
1929 for $135.00 an acre and another of 40 acres for $100 an acre in 
1927. The low price $12..55 an acre for a 16-acre piece in 1930 does not 
mean a great deal. Many tax and foreclosure sales were made at prices 
much lower. 
The Sarpy loam-Sharkey clay combination is met with on the border 
line between the Sarpy and Sharkey soils which stretches north and 
south through the length of the county. .t?,n average price of $74.70 
an acre was paid for 2,013.04 acres involved in 24 sales of this combina-
tion. The Sharkey adjacent to Sarpy is probably a bit less subject to 
:flooding than the common run of Sharkey and the Sarpy loam adjacent 
to Sharkey is doubtless somewhat less certain than the ordinary run of 
Sarpy loam. Hence, a pric-e intermediate between the averages for 
either type alone was to be anticipated. One large tract (240 acres) 
largely Sharkey sold for as little as $10.41 an acre in 1928. No less than . 
six transactions were made at $100 an acre or more. 
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